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Abstract
This paper contributes to the theory of large cardinals beyond the Kunen
inconsistency, or choiceless large cardinal axioms, in the context where the
Axiom of Choice is not assumed. The first part of the paper investigates
a periodicity phenomenon: assuming choiceless large cardinal axioms, the
properties of the cumulative hierarchy turn out to alternate between even and
odd ranks. The second part of the paper explores the structure of ultrafilters
under choiceless large cardinal axioms, exploiting the fact that these axioms
imply a weak form of the author’s Ultrapower Axiom [9]. The third and
final part of the paper examines the consistency strength of choiceless large
cardinals, including a proof that assuming DC, the existence of an elementary
embedding j : Vλ+3 → Vλ+3 implies the consistency of ZFC + I0. By a recent
result of Schlutzenberg [16], an elementary embedding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2 does
not suffice.
1 Introduction
Assuming the Axiom of Choice, the large cardinal hierarchy comes to an abrupt halt
in the vicinity of an ω-huge cardinal. This is the content of Kunen’s Inconsistency
Theorem. The anonymous referee of Kunen’s 1968 paper [1] raised the question
of whether this theorem can be proved without appealing to the Axiom of Choice.
This question remains unanswered. If the answer is no, then dropping the Axiom of
Choice, a choiceless large cardinal hierarchy extends unimpeded beyond the Kunen
barrier. The consistency of these large cardinals beyond choice would raise profound
philosophical problems, arguably undermining the status of ZFC as a foundation
for all of mathematics. (These problems will not be discussed further here.)
Of course, Go¨del’s Incompleteness Theorem precludes a definitive positive an-
swer to the question of the consistency of any large cardinal axiom, choiceless or
∗This research was supported by NSF Grant DMS 1902884. The author thanks Peter Koellner
and Farmer Schlutzenberg for their comments on the paper.
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not. Instead, one can only hope to develop a large cardinal’s theory to the point
that it would be unreasonable to doubt its consistency. This has been achieved
for some initial segment of the large cardinal hierarchy, although which axioms are
secured in this weak sense is not a matter of general agreement. We can all agree,
however, that there is scant evidence to date of the consistency of any of the axioms
beyond the Kunen inconsistency.
In fact, a number of researchers have tried to refute the choiceless large cardinals
in ZF. Many partial results towards this appear in Woodin’s Suitable Extender
Models II; for example, [2, Section 7] and [3, Section 5]. In the other direction, the
theory of large cardinals just below the Kunen inconsistency has been developed
quite extensively: for example, in [3] and [4]. The theory of choiceless large cardinals
far beyond the Kunen inconsistency, especially Berkeley cardinals, is developed in
[5] and [6]. Following Schlutzenberg [7], we take up the theory of choiceless large
cardinals right at the level of the principle that Kunen refuted in ZFC. In particular,
we will be concerned with the structure of nontrivial elementary embeddings from
Vλ+n to Vλ+n where λ is a limit ordinal and n is a natural number. One of the
general themes of this work is that, assuming choiceless large cardinal axioms, the
structure of Vλ+2n is very different from that of Vλ+2n+1.
The underlying phenomenon here involves the definability properties of rank-
into-rank embeddings, which is the subject of Section 3.2. An ordinal α is said to be
even if α = λ+ 2n for some limit ordinal λ and some natural number n; otherwise,
α is odd.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal.
(1) No nontrivial elementary embedding from Vǫ to Vǫ is definable over Vǫ.
(2) Every elementary embedding Vǫ+1 to Vǫ+1 is definable over Vǫ+1.
This theorem was the catalyst for most of this research. It was independently
discovered by Schlutzenberg, and is treated in greater detail in the joint paper [8].
We will use the following notation:
Definition 1.1. Suppose M and N are transitive classes and j : M → N is an
elementary embedding. Then the critical point of j, denoted crit(j), is the least
ordinal moved by j. The critical supremum of j, denoted κω(j), is the least ordinal
above crit(j) that is fixed by j.
Most of the study of rank-to-rank embeddings has focused on embeddings j
either from Vκω(j) to Vκω(j) or from Vκω(j)+1 to Vκω(j)+1. The reason, of course,
is that assuming the Axiom of Choice, these are the only rank-to-rank embeddings
there are. (This well-known fact follows from the proof of Kunen’s theorem.) Part of
the purpose of this paper is to use Theorem 3.3 to extend this theory to embeddings
of Vǫ and Vǫ+1 where ǫ is an arbitrary even ordinal.
The mysterious analogy between the structure of the inner model L(R) assum-
ing ADL(R) and that of L(Vλ+1) under the axiom I0 motivates much of the theory
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of L(Vλ+1) developed in [3].
1 In Section 4, we attempt to develop a similar analogy
between the structure of arbitrary subsets of Vǫ+1 assuming that there is an ele-
mentary embedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2, and the structure of subsets of R assuming
full AD.
Our main focus in Section 4 is the following sequence of cardinals:
Definition 1.2. We denote by θα the supremum of all ordinals that are the sur-
jective image of Vβ for some β < α.
The problem of determining the structure of the cardinals θα is a choiceless ana-
log of the (generalized) Continuum Problem. Note that for any limit ordinal λ, θλ
is a strong limit cardinal2 and θλ+1 = (θλ)
+. We conjecture that this phenomenon
generalizes periodically:
Conjecture 4.1. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is an elementary embedding
from Vǫ+1 to Vǫ+1. Then θǫ is a strong limit cardinal and θǫ+1 = (θǫ)
+.
Under the Axiom of Determinacy, θω = ω is a strong limit cardinal, θω+1 = ω1,
θω+2 = Θ is a strong limit cardinal, and θω+3 = Θ
+.
In addition to this numerology, various partial results of Section 4 suggest that
Conjecture 4.1 holds, or at least that θǫ is relatively large and θǫ+1 is relatively
small. For example:
Theorem 4.3. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2. Then there
is no surjection from P ((θǫ+1)
+λ) onto θǫ+2 where λ = κω(j).
Theorem 4.2. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose j : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 is an
elementary embedding with critical point κ. Then the interval (θǫ+2, θǫ+3) contains
fewer than κ regular cardinals.
The attempt to prove Conjecture 4.1 leads to the following principle:
Definition 1.3. We say Vα+1 satisfies the Collection Principle if for every binary
relation R ⊆ Vα × Vα+1, there is a subrelation S ⊆ R such that dom(S) = dom(R)
and ran(S) is the surjective image of Vα.
From one perspective, the Collection Principle is a weak choice principle. It
follows from the Axiom of Choice, because one can take the subrelation S to be
a uniformization of R. Another perspective is that the Collection Principle states
that θα is regular in a strong sense. In particular, the Collection Principle easily
implies that θα is a regular cardinal. Under AD, the converse holds at ω + 1: if
θω+1 is regular, then Vω+2 satisfies the Collection Principle.
Theorem 4.12. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is a
nontrivial elementary embedding. Assume κω(j)-DC and that Vǫ+1 satisfies the
Collection Principle. Then θǫ+2 is a strong limit cardinal. Moreover, for all β <
θǫ+2, P (β) is the surjective image of Vǫ+1.
1The axiom I0 states that there is an elementary embedding from L(Vλ+1) to L(Vλ+1) with
critical point less than λ.
2In the context of ZF, a cardinal θ is a strong limit cardinal if θ is not the surjective image of
P (β) for any ordinal β < θ.
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The proof of this theorem involves generalizing Woodin’s Coding Lemma. The
theorem yields a new proof of the Kunen inconsistency theorem: assuming the
Axiom of Choice, the hypotheses of Theorem 4.12 hold, yet θǫ+2 = |Vǫ+1|+ is not
a strong limit cardinal, and it follows that there is no elementary embedding from
Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2. (A slightly more detailed proof appears in Corollary 4.13.)
To drive home the contrast between the even and odd levels, we show that the
final conclusion of Theorem 4.12 fails at the even levels:
Theorem 4.19. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is an elementary embedding
from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2. Then for any ordinal γ, there is no surjection from Vǫ × γ onto
P (θǫ).
The last section of this paper, Section 5, concerns the theory of ultrafilters
assuming choiceless large cardinals. Woodin proved that choiceless large cardinal
axioms (combined with “κω(j)-DC”) imply the existence of measurable successor
cardinals. The ultrafilters he produced bear a strong resemblance to the ultrafilters
arising in the context of AD. Here we expand upon that theme.
First, we study the ordinal definability of ultrafilters on ordinals:
Theorem 5.17. Suppose j : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 is an elementary embedding. Let λ =
κω(j). Assume λ-DC. Suppose U is a λ
+-complete ultrafilter on an ordinal less
than θǫ+2. Then the following hold:
(1) U ∩ HOD belongs to HOD.
(2) U belongs to an ordinal definable set of cardinality less than λ.
(3) For an OD-cone of x ∈ Vλ, the ultrapower embedding jU is amenable to HODx.
This result uses an analog of the Ultrapower Axiom of [9] that is provable from
choiceless large cardinals (Theorem 5.12).
Finally, we prove a form of strong compactness for κω(j) where j : V → V is an
elementary embedding:
Theorem 5.24. Suppose j : V → V is a nontrivial elementary embedding. Let
λ = κω(j). Assume λ-DC holds. Then every λ
+-complete filter on an ordinal
extends to a λ+-complete ultrafilter.
This result is an application of the Ketonen order on filters, a wellfounded partial
order on countably complete filters on ordinals that simultaneously generalizes the
Jech order on stationary sets and the Mitchell order on normal ultrafilters.
Like many of the arguments of this paper (e.g., Theorem 5.17), the proof of
Theorem 5.24 is general enough that it yields a new consequence of I0:
Theorem 5.25 (ZFC). Suppose λ is a cardinal and there is an elementary embed-
ding from L(Vλ+1) to L(Vλ+1) with critical point less than λ. Then in L(Vλ+1),
every λ+-complete filter on an ordinal extends to a λ+-complete ultrafilter.
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2 Notation and preliminaries
In this section, we lay out some of the notational conventions we will use in this
paper. Most importantly, we work throughout this paper in ZF alone, without as-
suming the Axiom of Choice, explicitly making note of any other choice principles
we use. Most of the notation discussed here is standard, with the notable exception
of Section 2.4, which introduces a class of structures 〈Hα〉α∈Ord which will be very
useful throughout the paper.
2.1 Elementary embeddings
We use the following notation for elementary embeddings:
Definition 2.1. Suppose M and N are structures in the same signature. Then
E (M,N) denotes the set of elementary embeddings fromM toN , and E (M) denotes
the set of elementary embeddings from M to itself.
Typically the structures we consider are of the form (M,∈) where M is a tran-
sitive set. We will always suppress the membership relation, writing E (M) when
we mean E (M,∈).
Following [3], we use the following notation for the critical sequence of an ele-
mentary embedding:
Definition 2.2. SupposeM andN are transitive structures and j ∈ E (M,N). The
critical point of j, denoted crit(j), is the least ordinal moved by j. The critical se-
quence of j is the sequence 〈κn(j) | n < ω〉 defined by κ0(j) = crit(j) and κn+1(j) =
j(κn(j)). Finally, the critical supremum of j is the ordinal κω(j) = supn<ω κn(j).
Of course, crit(j) may not be defined since j may have no critical point. Even
if crit(j) is defined, κn+1(j) may not be for some n < ω, since it is possible that
κn(j) /∈M .
2.2 Weak choice principles
We say that T ⊆ X<λ is a tree if for all s ∈ T , for all α < dom(s), s ↾ α ∈ T . A tree
T ⊆ X<λ is λ-closed if for any s ∈ X<λ with s ↾ α ∈ T for all α < dom(s), s ∈ T .
A cofinal branch of a tree T ⊆ X<λ is a sequence s ∈ Xλ such that x ↾ α ∈ T for
all α < λ.
Various weak choice principles will be used throughout the paper. The most
important are the following:
Definition 2.3. Suppose λ is a cardinal and X is a set.
• λ-DCX denotes the principle asserting that every λ-closed tree of sequences
T ⊆ X<λ with no maximal branches has a cofinal branch.
• λ-DC denotes the principle asserting that λ-DCY holds for all sets Y .
• The Axiom of Dependent Choice, or DC, is the principle ω-DC.
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In the context of ZF, it may be that there is a surjection from X to Y but no
injection from Y to X . We therefore use the following notation:
Definition 2.4. If X and Y are sets, then X ∗ Y if there is a partial surjection
from Y to X . We let [X ]Y = {S ⊆ X | S ∗ Y }.
We use partial surjections because these are what arise naturally in practice,
but of course X ∗ Y if and only if either X = ∅ or there is a total surjection from
Y to X .
2.3 Filters and ultrafilters
We use the following convention: a filter over a set X is a filter on the Boolean
algebra P (X). We only work with filters over Boolean algebras in the Appendix,
so until then, we use the word filter to refer to a filter over some set.
Definition 2.5. Suppose γ is an ordinal. A filter F is γ-saturated if there is
no sequence 〈Sα | α < γ〉 of F -positive sets such that Sα ∩ Sβ is F -null for all
α < β < γ; F is weakly γ-saturated if there is no sequence 〈Sα | α < γ〉 of pairwise
disjoint F -positive sets.
If F is γ-complete, then F is γ-saturated if and only if F is weakly γ-saturated.
Definition 2.6. If B is a set, a filter F is B-complete if for any b ∈ B and any
D ⊆ F such that D ∗ b,
⋂
D ∈ F . A filter F is X-closed if F is {X}-complete.
A filter is said to be countably complete if it is ω1-complete.
We will need the standard derived ultrafilter construction:
Definition 2.7. Suppose h : P (X) → P (Y ) is a homomorphism of Boolean alge-
bras and a ∈ Y . The ultrafilter on X derived from h using a is the ultrafilter over
X defined by the formula {A ⊆ X : a ∈ h(A)}.
Our notation for ultrapowers is standard in set theory. If U is an ultrafilter over
a set X , then jU : V → MU denotes the associated ultrapower. If 〈Mx〉x∈X is a
sequence of structures, then
∏
x∈XMx/U denotes the ultraproduct.
2.4 The structures Hα
Although the subject of this paper is rank-to-rank embeddings (i.e., elements of
E (Vα) for some ordinal α), it is often convenient to lift these embeddings to act on
larger structures. The issue is that many sets are coded in Vα but do not belong
to Vα. This is especially annoying when α is a successor ordinal, in which case Vα
fails to be closed under Kuratowski pairs. This motivates introducing the following
structures:
Definition 2.8. For any set X , let H(X) denote the union of all transitive sets M
such that M ∗ S for some S ∈ X . For any ordinal α, let Hα = H(Vα).
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If κ is a (wellordered) cardinal, then H(κ) is the usual structure H(κ). In ZF,
however, there may be other structures of the form H(X). Notice that Hα+1 is the
collection of sets that are the surjective image of Vα.
Definition 2.9. For any set X , let θ(X) denote the least ordinal that is not the
surjective image of some set S ∈ X . Let θα = θ(Vα).
Then θ(X) = H(X) ∩Ord. The cardinals θα are studied in Section 4.
Note that for all α, Vα ⊆ Hα. We claim that every embedding in E (Vα) extends
uniquely to an embedding in E (Hα). This is a consequence of a coding of Hα inside
the structure Vα. We proceed to describe one such coding, and then we sketch how
this yields the unique extension of embeddings from E (Vα) to E (Hα).
Let p : V → V × V denote some Quine-Rosser pairing function, which is a
bijection that is Σ0-definable without parameters such that for all infinite ordinals
α, p[Vα] = Vα × Vα.
Fix an infinite ordinal α. We will define a partial surjection
Φα : Vα → Hα
For each x ∈ Vα, let Rx = p[x] be the binary relation coded by x, and let Dx denote
the field of Rx. Note that Dx ∈ Vα. Let Eα be the set of x ∈ Vα such that Rx is
a wellfounded extensional relation on Dx. For x ∈ Eα, let πx : Dx → Mx be the
Mostowski collapse. Let
Cα = {(x, y) | x ∈ Eα and y ∈ Dx}
For (x, y) ∈ Cα, let Φα(x, y) = πx(y). Then ran(Φα) =
⋃
x∈Vα
Mx = Hα.
Since Φα is definable over Hα, one has that for any i : Hα → Hα, i(Φα(x, y)) =
Φα(i(x), i(y)). Conversely, since the sets Cα and Φ
−1
α [∈] = {(u,w) ∈ Cα × Cα :
Φα(u) ∈ Φα(w)}, and Φ−1α [=] are definable over Vα, one has that if j : Vα → Vα is
elementary, then setting
j⋆(Φα(x, y)) = Φα(j(x), j(y)),
the embedding j⋆ : Hα → Hα is well-defined and elementary.
Definition 2.10. For any j ∈ E (Vα), j⋆ denotes the unique elementary embedding
k : Hα → Hα such that k ↾ Vα = j.
The rest of the section contains an analysis of j⋆ when j : Vα → Vα is only
assumed to be Σn-elementary for some n < ω. This is rarely relevant, and the
reader can skip it for now.
We claim that if i : Hα → Hα is a Σ0-elementary embedding, then i(Φα(x, y)) =
Φα(i(x), i(y)) for all (x, y) ∈ Cα. To see this, fix (x, y) ∈ Cα. Let a = Φα(x, y).
Let M be an admissible set in Hα such that x, y ∈ M . Then M satisfies the
statement “a = πx(y) where πx is the Mostowski collapse of (Dx, Rx).” Since i
is Σ0-elementary, it follows that i(M) is an admissible set that satisfies “i(a) =
πi(x)(i(y)).” This is expressible as a Σ1 statement, so is upwards absolute to V .
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Therefore i(a) = πi(x)(i(y)), or in other words, i(Φα(x, y)) = Φα(i(x), i(y)), as
desired.
Conversely, suppose j : Vα → Vα is Σ1-elementary, and let j⋆ : Hα → Hα
be defined by j⋆(Φα(x, y)) = Φα(j(x), j(y)). We claim j
⋆ : Hα → Hα is well-
defined and Σ0-elementary. Note that Cα, Φ
−1
α [=], and Φ
−1
α [∈] are Π1-definable
over Vα. This implies that j
⋆ is a well-defined ∈-homomorphism. If M ∈ Hα is a
transitive set, then taking x ∈ Eα such that M = Mx, the satisfaction predicate
for (Dx, Rx) ∼=M is ∆1-definable over Vα from x, and hence j ↾M :M → j(M) is
fully elementary. Since every x ∈ Hα belongs to some transitive M ∈ Hα, and such
a set M is a Σ0-elementary substructure of Hα, it follows that j is Σ0-elementary.
Definition 2.11. Suppose i : Vα → Vα is a Σ1-elementary embedding. Then i⋆
denotes the unique Σ0-elementary embedding from Hα to Hα extending i.
By a localization of the arguments above, one obtains the following fact about
the elementarity of j⋆:
Lemma 2.12. Suppose n < ω and i : Vα → Vα is a Σn+1-elementary embedding.
Then i⋆ : Hα → Hα is Σn-elementary.
Sketch. For example, take the case n = 1. Suppose ψ is a Σ0-formula, a ∈ Hα
and Hα satisfies ∃v ψ(j(a), v). Fix (x0, y0) ∈ Cα with Φα(x0, y0) = a. Then Vα
satisfies that there is some (x1, y1) ∈ Cα such that (Dx1 , Rx1) is an end-extension
of (Dj(x0), Rj(x0)) and (Dx1 , Rx1) satisfies ψ(j(y0), y1). This is Σ2-expressible in
Vα, so by elementarity, there is some (x1, y1) ∈ Cα such that (Dx1 , Rx1) is an
end-extension of (Dx0 , Rx0) and (Dx1 , Rx1) satisfies ψ(y0, y1). It follows that Mx1
satisfies ψ(a,Φα(x1, y1)), and hence Hα satisfies ∃v ψ(a, v), as desired.
3 The definability of rank-to-rank embeddings
3.1 Prior work
The results of this section are inspired by the work of Schlutzenberg [7], which
greatly expands upon the following theorem of Suzuki:3
Theorem 3.1 (Suzuki). If κ is an inaccessible cardinal, no nontrivial elementary
embedding from Vκ to Vκ is definable over Vκ from parameters.
Schlutzenberg [7] extended this to limit ranks:4
Theorem 3.2 (Schlutzenberg). Suppose λ is a limit ordinal. Then no nontrivial
elementary embedding from Vλ to Vλ is definable over Vλ from parameters.
3Suzuki actually proved the slightly stronger schema that no elementary embedding from V to
V is definable from parameters over V .
4Schlutzenberg also proved many other definability results for rank-to-rank embeddings, incor-
porating, for example, constructibility and ordinal definability.
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Schlutzenberg noted that the situation for elementary embeddings from Vλ+1 to
Vλ+1, where λ is a limit ordinal, is completely different: every elementary embedding
from Vλ+1 to Vλ+1 is definable from parameters over Vλ+1. He then asked the
corresponding question for elementary embeddings of Vλ+n for n > 1. The answer
is given by the following theorem, which is established by the main results of this
section:
Theorem 3.3. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal.5
(1) No nontrivial elementary embedding from Vǫ to Vǫ is definable over Vǫ from
parameters.
(2) Every elementary embedding Vǫ+1 to Vǫ+1 is definable over Vǫ+1 from parame-
ters.
This theorem is the first instance of a periodicity phenomenon in the hierarchy
of choiceless large cardinal axioms, leading to a generalization to arbitrary ranks of
the basic theory of rank-to-rank embeddings familiar from the ZFC context. (1) is
proved as Proposition 3.20 of Section 3.3 and (2) as Theorem 3.13 of Section 3.2.
We note that Schlutzenberg rediscovered Theorem 3.3, and this theorem is the
main subject of the joint paper [8].
3.2 Extending embeddings to Vǫ+1
That elementary embeddings of odd ranks are definable (Theorem 3.3 (2)) came as
quite a surprise to the author, but with hindsight emerges as a natural generalization
a well-known phenomenon from the standard theory of rank-to-rank embeddings.
Definition 3.4. Suppose λ is a limit ordinal and j : Vλ → Vλ is an elementary
embedding. Then the canonical extension of j is the embedding j+ : Vλ+1 → Vλ+1
defined by j+(X) =
⋃
Γ∈Vλ
j(X ∩ Γ).
While the canonical extension of an embedding in E (Vλ) is not necessarily an
elementary embedding, it is true that if i ∈ E (Vλ+1), then necessarily i = (i ↾ Vλ)
+.
The proof is easy, but since it is relevant below, we give a detailed sketch. Fix
X ∈ Vλ+1. Clearly i(X ∩ Γ) ⊆ i(X) for all Γ ∈ Vλ, and this easily implies the
inclusion (i ↾ Vλ)
+(X) ⊆ i(X). For the reverse inclusion, suppose a ∈ i(X). Since
λ is a limit ordinal, there is some Γ ∈ Vλ such that a ∈ i(Γ); for example, one
can take Γ = Vξ+1 where ξ = rank(a). Now a ∈ i(X) ∩ i(Γ) = i(X ∩ Γ), so
a ∈ (i ↾ Vλ)+(X). The key property of λ that was used in this proof is that any
i : Vλ → Vλ is a cofinal embedding in the sense that for all a ∈ Vλ, there is some
Γ ∈ Vλ with a ∈ i(Γ).
Suppose now that α is an arbitrary infinite ordinal. We want to generalize the
canonical extension operation to act on embeddings j ∈ E (Vα). It is easy to see that
if α is a successor ordinal, the naive generalization (i.e., j+(X) =
⋃
Γ∈Vα
j(X∩Γ) for
5An ordinal α is said to be even if for some limit ordinal λ and some natural number n,
α = λ+ 2n; otherwise, α is odd.
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X ∈ Vα+1) does not have the desired effect. (For example, adopting this definition,
one would have j+({Vα−1}) = ∅.) Instead, one must make the following tweak:
Definition 3.5. Suppose α is an infinite ordinal and j : Vα → Vα is an elementary
embedding. Then the canonical extension of j is the embedding j+ : Vα+1 → Vα+1
defined by j+(X) =
⋃
Γ∈Hα
j⋆(X ∩ Γ).
See Section 2.4 for the definition of the structure Hα, and the basic facts about
lifting elementary embeddings from Vα to Hα. Thus j
+(X) is the union of all sets
of the form j⋆(X ∩ Γ) where Γ is coded in Vα. The following easily verified lemma
clarifies the definition:
Proposition 3.6. Suppose α is an infinite ordinal and j ∈ E (Vα). Then
j+(X) =
{⋃
Γ∈Vα
j(X ∩ Γ) if α is a limit ordinal⋃
Γ∈[Vα]
Vα−1 j
⋆(X ∩ Γ) if α is a successor ordinal
While the definition of the canonical extension operation directly generalizes
Definition 3.4, a key new phenomenon arises at successor ranks: it is no longer clear
that every elementary embedding i : Vα+1 → Vα+1 satisfies
i = (i ↾ Vα)
+
It is easy to show that for all X ∈ Vα+1, (i ↾ Vα)
+(X) ⊆ i(X), but the reverse
inclusion is no longer clear.
In fact, the reverse inclusion is only true for even values of α. This is proved by
an induction that simultaneously establishes the canonical extension property and
the cofinal embedding property, which we now define.
Definition 3.7. Suppose ǫ is an ordinal. Then ǫ has the canonical extension prop-
erty if for any i ∈ E (Vǫ+1), i = (i ↾ Vǫ)+.
The terminology is motivated by equivalence of the canonical extension property
with the statement that an elementary embedding in E (Vǫ) extends to at most one
embedding in E (Vǫ+1).
Definition 3.8. Suppose ǫ is an ordinal. Then ǫ has the cofinal embedding property
if for any i ∈ E (Vǫ), for any A ∈ Hǫ, there is some Γ ∈ Hǫ with A ∈ i⋆(Γ).
Thus the cofinal embedding property states that every embedding in E (Vǫ)
induces a cofinal embedding in E (Hǫ). The proof that limit ordinals have the
canonical extension property generalizes to all ordinals with the cofinal embedding
property:
Lemma 3.9. Suppose ǫ is an ordinal. If ǫ has the cofinal embedding property, then
ǫ has the canonical extension property.
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Proof. Fix an elementary embedding i : Vǫ+1 → Vǫ+1. We must show i = (i ↾ Vǫ)+.
Take X ∈ Vǫ+1. The inclusion (i ↾ Vǫ)+(X) ⊆ i(X) is true regardless of parity:
if Γ ∈ Hǫ, then i⋆(X ∩ Γ) = i(X ∩ Γ) ⊆ i(X) by the elementarity of i and the
uniqueness of i⋆, so i+(X) =
⋃
Γ∈Hα
i⋆(X ∩ Γ) ⊆ i(X).
To show i(X) ⊆ (i ↾ Vǫ)
+(X), suppose A ∈ i(X). Since ǫ has the cofinal
embedding property, there is some Γ ∈ Hǫ such that A ∈ i⋆(Γ). Now
A ∈ i(X) ∩ i⋆(Γ) = i(X) ∩ i(Γ) = i(X ∩ Γ) = i⋆(X ∩ Γ) ⊆ i+(X)
This completes the proof.
The periodicity phenomenon is a result of the following lemma:
Lemma 3.10. Suppose ǫ is an ordinal. If ǫ has the canonical extension property,
then ǫ+ 2 has the cofinal embedding property.
Proof. Fix i ∈ E (Vǫ+2) and A ∈ Vǫ+2. Let
Γ = {(k+)−1[A] | k ∈ E (Vǫ)}
Then Γ ∗ E (Vǫ) 
∗ Vǫ+1. Since Γ∪Vǫ+1 is transitive, it follows that Γ ∈ Hǫ+1.
This allows us to prove the cofinal embedding property and the canonical ex-
tension property for even ordinals by induction:
Corollary 3.11. Every even ordinal has the cofinal embedding property.
Proof. Suppose λ is a limit ordinal. We show that λ+2n has the cofinal embedding
property by induction on n < ω.
We first prove the base case, when n = 0. Suppose A ∈ Hλ. Fix ξ < λ such
that A ∈ Hξ. Then we have Hξ ∈ Hλ and A ∈ j⋆(Hξ) since Hξ ⊆ Hj(ξ) = j
⋆(Hξ).
This shows that λ has the cofinal embedding property.
For the induction step, assume that λ+2n has the cofinal embedding property.
Then by Lemma 3.10, λ + 2n has the canonical extension property, and so by
Lemma 3.9, λ+ 2n+ 2 has the cofinal embedding property.
Corollary 3.12. Every even ordinal has the canonical extension property.
As an immediate consequence, we have Theorem 3.3 (2):
Theorem 3.13. Suppose ǫ is an infinite even ordinal and i : Vǫ+1 → Vǫ+1 is an
elementary embedding. Then i is definable over Vǫ+1 from i[Vǫ].
Proof. Clearly i is definable over Hǫ+1 from i ↾ Vǫ since i = (i ↾ Vǫ)+ and the
canonical extension operation is explicitly defined over Hǫ+1. Moreover, i ↾ Vǫ is
definable over Vǫ+1 from i[Vǫ] as the inverse of the Mostowski collapse. It follows
that i is definable overHǫ+1 from i[Vǫ]. But by coding elements of Hǫ+1 as elements
of Vǫ+1 as in Section 2, one can translate this into a definition of i over Vǫ+1 from
i[Vǫ].
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Let us put down for safe-keeping the following version of the cofinal embedding
property that is often useful:
Definition 3.14. Suppose σ is a set such that (σ,∈) is wellfounded and extensional.
Then jσ :Mσ → σ denotes the inverse of the Mostowski collapse of σ.
Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. For any A ∈ Vǫ+2, let fA : Vǫ+1 → Vǫ+2 be the
partial function defined by fA(σ) = (j
+
σ )
−1[A].
We leave fA(σ) undefined if one of the following holds:
• (σ,∈) is not wellfounded and extensional.
• jσ : Vǫ → Vǫ is not an elementary embedding.
Proposition 3.15. Suppose j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is an elementary embedding. Then
for any A ∈ Vǫ+2, A = j⋆(fA)(j[Vǫ]).
Proof. Since fA is definable from A over Hǫ+2, j⋆(fA)(j[Vǫ]) = fj(A)(j[Vǫ]). Note
that Mj[Vǫ] = Vǫ and jj[Vǫ] = j ↾ Vǫ. Therefore by the elementarity of j
⋆,
fj(A)(j[Vǫ]) = ((j ↾ Vǫ)
+)−1[j(A)] = (j ↾ Vǫ+1)
−1[j(A)] = A
Our original approach to Theorem 3.13 diverged from the one presented here in
that we used a superficially different definition of the canonical extension operation
from Definition 3.5. This approach is not as clearly motivated by the canonical
extension operation for embeddings from Vλ to Vλ where λ is a limit ordinal (Defi-
nition 3.4), but it might illuminate the underlying combinatorics.
Suppose j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is elementary, and let U be the ultrafilter derived from
j using j[Vǫ]. Let jU : V →MU denote the ultrapower associated to U . It is easy to
see that Ult(Vǫ+1,U) ∼= Vǫ+1. Assume ǫ has the cofinal embedding property. Then
moreover Ult(Vǫ+2,U) ∼= Vǫ+2. Therefore we identify Ult(Vǫ+2,U) with Vǫ+2. As
a consequence, for every Σ ∈ Vǫ+3, we can identify jU (Σ) with a subset of Vǫ+2;
that is, we identify jU (Σ) with an element of Vǫ+3. Given the cofinal embedding
property, it is not hard to show that jU ↾ Vǫ+3 is the only possible extension of j to
an elementary embedding of Vǫ+3. Therefore one can set j
+ = jU instead of using
Definition 3.5, and then prove Corollary 3.11 and Corollary 3.12 by very similar
arguments to the ones given above.
Obviously these definitions are very similar, but we just want to highlight that
the canonical extension operation, like everything else in set theory, is really an
ultrapower construction.
3.3 Undefinability over Vǫ
In this section, we establish Theorem 3.3 (1). At this point, we have found three
proofs, increasing chronologically in complexity and generality.
We begin by giving a sketch of the simplest of these proofs in the successor
ordinal case. (Note that the limit case is handled by Schlutzenberg’s Theorem 3.2.)
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Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is a nontrivial elementary em-
bedding. Let U be the ultrafilter over Vǫ+1 derived from j using j[Vǫ]. It turns
out that if j is definable over Vǫ+2, then U belongs to the ultrapower of V by U .
A fundamental fact from the ZFC theory of large cardinals, proved for example in
[10], is that no countably complete ultrafilter belongs to its own ultrapower. The
idea of the proof of Proposition 3.20 is to try to push this through to the current
context.
Recall that theMitchell order is defined on countably complete ultrafilters U and
W by setting U ⊳ W if U ∈ Ult(V,W ). The “fundamental fact” mentioned above
simply states that assuming the Axiom of Choice, the Mitchell order is irreflexive.
(In fact, it is wellfounded.) In the context of ZF, especially given the failure of
 Los´’s Theorem, it is not clear how meaningful the Mitchell order is, and we do
not know how to prove that it is a strict order. Instead, we use a variant of the
Mitchell order called the internal relation which is more amenable to combinatorial
arguments than the Mitchell order.
Definition 3.16. Suppose U and W are countably complete ultrafilters over sets
X and Y . We say U is internal to W , and write U < W , if there is a sequence of
countably complete ultrafilters 〈Uy | y ∈ Y 〉 such that for any relation R ⊆ X × Y :
∀Ux ∀W y R(x, y) ⇐⇒ ∀W y ∀Uyx R(x, y) (1)
Using notation that is standard in ultrafilter theory, (1) states that U ×W is
canonically isomorphic to W -
∑
y∈Y Uy.
Of course, from this combinatorial definition, it is not clear that the internal
relation is related to the Mitchell order at all. Using  Los´’s Theorem, however, the
following is easy to verify:
Definition 3.17. If U and W are ultrafilters, then the pushforward of U to MW
is the MW -ultrafilter sW (U) = {A ∈ jW (P (X)) | (jW )−1[A] ∈ U}.
Proposition 3.18 (ZFC). Suppose U and W are countably complete ultrafilters.
Let X be the underlying set of U . Then the following are equivalent:
(1) U < W .
(2) sW (U) ∈MW .
(3) jU ↾ Ult(V,W ) is definable from parameters over Ult(V,W ).
(3) is not the right perspective when  Los´’s Theorem does not hold for W . The
equivalence of (1) and (2), however, is essentially a consequence of ZF:
Lemma 3.19. Suppose U and W are countably complete ultrafilters over X and
Y . Then U < W if and only if there is a sequence of countably complete ultrafilters
〈Uy〉y∈Y such that [〈Uy〉y∈Y ]W = sW (U).
Sketch. We check that [〈Uy〉y∈Y ]W = sW (U) if and only if the equivalence (1) from
Definition 3.16 holds.
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For the forwards direction, assume [〈Uy〉y∈Y ]W = sW (U). Fix a relation R ⊆
X × Y . We verify the equivalence (1) from Definition 3.16. (In fact, it suffices to
show one direction of this equivalence, but in any case, our logic is reversible.) For
y ∈ Y , let Ry = {x ∈ X | (x, y) ∈ R}. Suppose that for W -almost all y ∈ Y ,
for Uy-almost all x ∈ X , R(x, y). Then Ry ∈ Uy for W -almost all y ∈ Y . By
assumption, this means [〈Ry〉y∈Y ]W ∈ sW (U), so (jW )−1([〈Ry〉y∈Y ]W ) ∈ U . In
other words, {x ∈ X | ∀W y x ∈ Ry} ∈ U . Therefore for U -almost all x ∈ X , for
W -almost all y ∈ Y , R(x, y).
The reverse direction is similar.
Moreover, the irreflexivity of the internal relation can be proved in ZF by a
combinatorial argument that will be given in the Appendix:
Theorem 7.15. Suppose U is a countably complete ultrafilter and crit(jU ) exists.
Then U 6< U .
With this in hand, we can prove the undefinability theorem.
Proposition 3.20. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is a nontrivial
elementary embedding. Then j is not definable from parameters over Vǫ+2.
Sketch. Assume towards a contradiction that j is definable over Vǫ+2 from param-
eters. Let U be the ultrafilter over Vǫ+1 derived from j using j[Vǫ]. Clearly U is
definable over Vǫ+2 from j, and hence U is definable over Vǫ+2 from parameters.
Let k : Ult(Vǫ+2,U) → Vǫ+2 be the canonical factor embedding defined by
k([f ]U ) = j
⋆(f)(j[Vǫ]). The elementarity of j
⋆ implies that k is a well-defined
injective homomorphism of structures. Moreover, Proposition 3.15 implies that k is
surjective. So Ult(Vǫ+2,U) is canonically isomorphic to Vǫ+2, and we will identify
the two structures.
Fix a formula ϕ(v, w) and a parameter B ∈ Vǫ+2 such that
U = {A ∈ Vǫ+2 | Vǫ+2  ϕ(A,B)}
Let Uσ = {A ∈ Vǫ+2 | Vǫ+2  ϕ(fA(σ), fB(σ))} where fA and fB are as defined in
Definition 3.14.
We claim that [〈Uσ | σ ∈ Vǫ+1〉]U = sU(U). This follows from the elementarity
of j, which implies
[〈Uσ | σ ∈ Vǫ+1〉]U = {A ∈ Vǫ+2 | Vǫ+2  ϕ(fA(j[Vλ]), B)}
= {A ⊆ Vǫ+1 | j
−1[A] ∈ U}
= sU (U)
It is also easy to show that Uσ is a countably complete ultrafilter for U-almost all
σ ∈ Vǫ+1. By Lemma 3.19, 〈Uσ | σ ∈ Vǫ+1〉 witnesses U < U . Since jU ↾ ǫ = j ↾ ǫ,
jU has a critical point. This contradicts Corollary 7.15.
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3.4 Supercompactness properties of ultrapowers
The proof of Proposition 3.20 raises a number of questions that also arise nat-
urally in the study of choiceless cardinals. The one we will focus on concerns
the supercompactness properties of ultrapowers. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal,
j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is an elementary embedding, and U is the ultrafilter over Vǫ+1
derived from j using j[Vǫ]. Motivated by the proof of Corollary 3.12, one might ask
when jU [S] ∈ MU for various sets S. This is related to the definability of elemen-
tary embeddings because if S ∈ Vβ is transitive and j extends to an elementary
embedding i : Vβ → N , then jU [S] ∈ MU if and only if i ↾ S is definable over N
from parameters in i[Vβ ] ∪ Vǫ+2.
Of course, by Corollary 3.12, jU [Vǫ+1] belongs to MU . It follows easily that
jU [S] ∈ MU for all S 
∗ Vǫ+1. (See Definition 2.4 for this notation.) The converse
remains open: if jU [S] ∈ MU , must S ∗ Vǫ+1? We still do not know the answer
to this question, even in the following special case: with U as above, it is not hard
to show that jU [P (ǫ
+)] belongs to MU , yet it is far from clear whether one can
prove P (ǫ+) ∗ Vǫ+1 without making further assumptions. Of course, assuming
the Axiom of Choice, if U is an ultrafilter over X , S is a set, and jU [S] ∈ MU ,
then |S| ≤ |X |. (See [9, Proposition 4.2.31].) We are simply asking whether a very
special case of this fact can be proved in ZF.
We begin by proving a general theorem that subsumes the ZFC result mentioned
above:
Theorem 3.21. Suppose X is a set such that X × X ∗ X. Suppose U is an
ultrafilter over X, κ = crit(jU ), and α ≥ κ is an ordinal. If jU [α] ∈ MU , then
α ∗ X.
Note that we implicitly assume that U has a critical point.
Definition 3.22. Suppose U is an ultrafilter over a set X . A sequence 〈Sx | x ∈ X〉
is an A-supercompactness sequence for U if it has the following properties:
• For all x ∈ X , Sx ⊆ A.
• Every a ∈ A belongs to Sx for U -almost all x ∈ X .
• For any X-indexed sequence 〈ax | x ∈ X〉 with ax ∈ Sx for U -almost all
x ∈ X , there is some a ∈ A with ax = a for U -almost all x ∈ X .6
Supercompact ultrafilters are the combinatorial manifestation of supercompact
embeddings:
Lemma 3.23. 〈Sx | x ∈ X〉 is an A-supercompactness sequence for U if and only
if [〈Sx | x ∈ X〉]U = jU [A].
6In the case that A is not wellorderable, the right concept seems to be that of a normal A-
supercompactness sequence, which has the stronger property that for any X-indexed sequence
〈Bx | x ∈ X〉 with ∅ 6= Bx ⊆ Sx for U -almost all x ∈ X, there is some a ∈ A with a ∈ Bx for
U -almost all x ∈ X.
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The first step of Theorem 3.21 is the following well-known fact:
Lemma 3.24. Suppose U is an ultrafilter over a set X and κ = crit(jU ). Then
there is a surjection from X to κ.
Proof. Since U is κ-complete but not κ+-complete, there is a strictly decreasing
sequence 〈Aα | α < κ〉 of sets Aα ∈ U such that
⋂
α<κAα = ∅. Let f : X → κ be
defined by
f(x) = min{α | x /∈ Aα+1}
Since the sequence 〈Aα | α < κ〉 is strictly decreasing, f is a surjection.
The second step of Theorem 3.21 is more involved:
Lemma 3.25. Suppose U is an ultrafilter over a set X, κ = crit(jU ), γ ≥ κ is an
ordinal, and 〈Sx | x ∈ X〉 is a γ-supercompactness sequence for U . Then for any
surjection p from X to κ, there is a cofinal function from X to γ that is ordinal
definable from 〈Sx | x ∈ X〉 and p.
In fact, the function produced by Lemma 3.25 will be Σ1-definable from 〈Sx〉x∈X
and p, but ordinal definability will suffice for our applications.
Proof. There are two cases.
Case 1. For U -almost all x ∈ X , supSx < γ.
It does no harm to assume that supSx < γ for all x ∈ X . This is because
the sequence obtained from 〈Sx | x ∈ X〉 by replacing Sx with the empty set
whenever supSx ≥ γ is a supercompactness sequence (and is ordinal definable from
〈Sx | x ∈ X〉).
Let f : X → γ be the function defined by
f(x) = sup(Sx ∩ γ)
Then f is cofinal in γ, which proves Lemma 3.25 in Case 1. To see that f is cofinal,
fix an ordinal α < γ. The definition of a supercompactness sequence implies that
the set Bα = {x ∈ X | α ∈ Sx} belongs to U , so we may fix an x ∈ X such that
α ∈ Sx. Then f(x) = supSx > α. Thus f is cofinal in γ.
Case 2. For U -almost all x ∈ X , supSx = γ.
As in Case 1, it does no harm to assume supSx = γ for all x ∈ X .
The first step is to show that the sets Sx cannot have a common limit point of
uniform cofinality κ in the following sense:
Claim. Suppose ν < γ. There is no sequence of sets 〈Ex | x ∈ X〉 such that for all
x ∈ X, Ex ⊆ Sx ∩ ν, Ex has ordertype κ, and Ex is cofinal in ν.
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Proof. Fix one last cofinal set E ⊆ ν of ordertype κ. Let
Mx = L[Sx, Ex, E]
Since there is a definable sequence 〈<x | x ∈ X〉 such that <x is a wellorder of Mx,
 Los´’s Theorem holds for the ultraproduct M =
∏
x∈XMx/U . Thus M is a proper
class model of ZFC, although it may be thatM is illfounded. That being said, γ+1
is contained in the wellfounded part of M . (As usual, the wellfounded part of M
is taken to be transitive.) Indeed, [〈Sx | x ∈ X〉]U = jU [γ] by Lemma 3.23, so M
contains a wellorder of ordertype γ and hence is wellfounded up to γ + 1.
The purpose of including the set E in each Mx is to ensure that M correctly
computes the cofinality of sup jU [ν]. The argument is standard, at least in the
context of the Axiom of Choice. Since E ∈ Mx for every x ∈ X , jU [E] = jU (E) ∩
jU [γ] belongs to M . Since ot(E) = κ, ot(jU [E]) = κ. Therefore M satisfies that
sup jU [E] has cofinality κ. Since E is a cofinal subset of ν, sup jU [E] = sup jU [ν].
Thus:
cfM (sup jU [ν]) = κ (2)
Let E∗ = [〈Ex | x ∈ X〉]U . Then  Los´’s Theorem implies that the following hold
in M :
• E∗ ⊆ jU [ν].
• E∗ has ordertype jU (κ).
• E∗ is cofinal in jU (ν).
The first bullet point uses that jU [γ] ∩ jU (ν) = jU [ν].
Since E∗ ⊆ jU [ν], jU [ν] is cofinal in jU (ν), and hence
sup jU [ν] = jU (ν)
Combining this with (2),
cfM (jU (ν)) = κ
But cf(ν) = κ in Mx for every x ∈ X , so by  Los´’s Theorem
cfM (jU (ν)) = jU (κ)
Thus κ = jU (κ). This contradicts that κ is the critical point of jU .
We now sketch the last idea of the proof. Let Cx denote the set of limit points
of Sx. Suppose towards a contradiction that there is no cofinal function from X to
γ. Then the intersection
⋂
x∈X Cx is a closed unbounded subset of γ, and hence
should contain a point ν of cofinality κ. This almost contradicts the claim. There-
fore to finish, we carefully go through the standard proof that
⋂
x∈X Cx is closed
unbounded, checking that it either produces a cofinal function from X to γ that is
(ordinal) definable from 〈Sx〉x∈X and p or else produces a genuine counterexample
to the claim.
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Now, the details. We define various objects by a transfinite recursion with stages
indexed by ordinals α. The first α stages of the construction produce ordinals
〈δβx | (x, β) ∈ X × α〉
such that for each x ∈ X , 〈δβx | β < α〉 is an increasing sequence of elements of Sx.
It remains to define δαx for each x ∈ X . There are two possibilities:
Subcase 1. The set {δβx + 1 | x ∈ X, β < α} is bounded below γ.
In this case, set
δα = sup{δβx + 1 : x ∈ X, β < α}
and for each x ∈ X :
δαx = min(Sx \ δ
α)
Subcase 2. The set {δβx + 1 | x ∈ X, β < α} is cofinal in γ.
If this case arises, the construction terminates.
The construction must halt at some stage α∗ ≤ κ. To see this, assume towards
a contradiction that it does not. Let Ex = {δβx | β < κ}. Since the construction did
not halt at stage κ, Ex is bounded strictly below γ. The construction ensures that
if α < β < κ, then δαx < δ
β
x for any x, y ∈ X . It follows that all the sets Ex have
the same supremum, say ν. But for every x ∈ X , Ex ⊆ Sx ∩ ν, Ex has ordertype κ,
and Ex is cofinal in ν. This contradicts the claim.
Suppose first that α∗ is a limit ordinal. Then for each α < α∗, let δα =
supβ<α δ
β
x + 1. Since α∗ is the first stage at which the construction halts, δα < γ
for all α < α∗. Let
f(x) = δp(x)
for those x such that p(x) < α∗. Since p is a surjection from X to κ, the range of
f is equal to {δβ | β < α∗}, which is cofinal in γ.
Otherwise α = β + 1 for some ordinal β. Then of course the function
f(x) = δβx
must be cofinal in γ.
Theorem 3.21 is a consequence of Lemma 3.25 and the following elementary fact:
Lemma 3.26. Suppose X is a set, δ is an ordinal, and for each γ ≤ δ, fγ is a
cofinal function from X to γ. Suppose d : X → X ×X is a surjection. Then there
is a surjection g from X to δ that is ordinal definable from d and 〈fγ | γ ≤ δ〉.
Proof. We will define a sequence 〈gγ | γ ≤ δ〉 by recursion and set g = gδ. For α ≤ δ,
suppose 〈gγ | γ < α〉 is given. Define h : X × X → δ by setting h(x, y) = gγ(y)
where γ = fα(x). Then let gα = h ◦ d.
Proof of Theorem 3.21. By Lemma 3.24, there is a surjection p : X → κ. For each
γ ≤ δ, 〈Sx ∩ γ | x ∈ X〉 is a γ-supercompactness sequence. Applying Lemma 3.25,
let fγ : X → γ be the least cofinal function ordinal definable from p and 〈Sx ∩ γ |
x ∈ X〉. The hypotheses of Lemma 3.26 are now satisfied by taking d : X×X → X
to be any surjection. As a consequence, δ ∗ X , which proves the theorem.
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3.5 Ordinal definability and ultrapowers
We finally turn to a generalization of Theorem 3.21 that has no ZFC analog:
Theorem 3.27. Suppose X is a set, γ is an ordinal, U is an ultrafilter over X×γ,
κ is the critical point of jU , and θ ≥ κ is an ordinal. If jU [θ] ∈MU and jU (θ) = θ,
then θ ∗ X.
Very roughly, this theorem says that supercompactness up to a fixed point θ
cannot be the result of the wellorderable part of an ultrafilter. In another sense,
however, the proof of Theorem 3.21 is more general than that of Theorem 3.27. A
routine modification of the proof of Theorem 3.21 shows the following fact:
Theorem 3.28. Suppose M is an inner model and X ∈ M is a set such that
X ×X ∗ X in M . Suppose U is an M -ultrafilter over X, κ is the critical point
of jU , and α ≥ κ is an ordinal. If jU [α] ∈ Ult(M,U), then α ∗ X.
The difference is that we do not require U ∈M . It is not clear that it is possible
to modify the proof of Theorem 3.27 to obtain such a result.
The proof of Theorem 3.27 uses the following version of Vopeˇnka’s Theorem,
which for reasons of citation we reduce to Bukovsky’s Theorem:
Theorem 3.29 (Vopeˇnka). Suppose X and T are sets. Then for any x ∈ X,
HODT,x is an ι-cc generic extension of HODT where ι is the least regular cardinal
of HODT,x greater than or equal to θ{X}.
Proof. Recall that θ{X} is the least ordinal not the surjective image of X .
By Bukovsky’s Theorem ([11], Fact 3.9), it suffices to verify that HODT has
the uniform ι-covering property in HODT,x. This amounts to the following task.
Suppose α and β are ordinals and f : α → β is a function in HODT,x. We must
find a function F : α → P (β) in HODT such that for all ξ < α, F (ξ) is a set of
cardinality less than ι containing f(ξ) as an element.
Since f is ODT,x, there is an ODT function g : α×X → β such that g(ξ, x) = f(ξ)
for all ξ < α. Let F (ξ) = {g(ξ, u) | u ∈ X}. Clearly F is ODT , so F ∈ HODT . Fix
ξ < α. By definition, f(ξ) = g(ξ, x) ∈ F (ξ). Finally, since F (ξ) ∗ X , ι 6∗ X , and
F (ξ) is wellorderable, |F (ξ)| < ι.
Proof of Theorem 3.27. Let j = jU .
Fix a function S : X × γ → P (θ) such that [S]U = j[θ]. (That is, S is a
θ-supercompactness sequence for U .) For any set T , let
MT =
∏
(x,ξ)∈X×γ
HODT,x/U
Notice that j[θ] ∈MS since S(x, ξ) ∈ HODS,x for all (x, ξ) ∈ X × γ. It follows that
for any set T ,
P (θ) ∩HODS,T ⊆MS,T
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This is a basic fact about supercompactness, recast in our context. The point is
that if A ∈ P (θ)∩HODS,T , then j(A) and j ↾ θ both belong to MS,T , so A ∈MS,T
since A = (j ↾ θ)−1[j(A)].
The key idea of the proof is to construct a sequence T = 〈T (ν) | ν < β∗〉 of
subsets of θ such that
{T (ν) | ν < β∗} = P (θ) ∩MS,T (3)
The construction proceeds by recursion. Suppose T ↾ β = 〈T (ν) | ν < β〉 has
been defined. Assume that {T (ν) | ν < β} ( P (θ) ∩MS,T ↾β, and let Tβ ⊆ θ be
the least set in the canonical wellorder of P (θ) ∩MS,T ↾β that does not belong to
{T (ν) | ν < β}.
Eventually, one must reach an ordinal β such that {T (ν) | ν < β} = P (θ) ∩
MS,T ↾β: otherwise one obtains a sequence 〈T (ν) | ν ∈ Ord〉 of distinct subsets of θ,
violating the Replacement and Powerset Axioms. At the least such ordinal β, the
construction terminates, and one sets β∗ = β and T = 〈T (ν) | ν < β∗〉, securing
(3).
Let δ be the least ordinal such that (2δ)HODS,T > θ. We claim that
j[P (δ) ∩ HODS,T ] ∈MS,T (4)
Let Pbd(δ) denote the set of bounded subsets of δ. Since (2
<δ)HODS,T ≤ θ and
j[θ] ∈ MS,T , j[Pbd(δ) ∩ HODS,T ] ∈ MS,T by a standard argument: letting f :
θ → Pbd(δ) ∩ HODS,T be a surjection with f ∈ HODS,T , j[Pbd(δ) ∩ HODS,T ] =
j(f)[j[θ]] ∈MS,T .
We claim that j(δ) = sup j[δ]. This will imply (4), since then j[P (δ)∩HODS,T ]
is equal to the set of A ∈ P (j(δ))∩MS,T such that A∩α ∈ j[Pbd(δ)∩HODS,T ] for
all α < j(δ). Here we make essential use of the equality (3).
Let δ∗ = sup j[δ]. Let
P = Ult(HODS,T , U)
so j restricts to an elementary embedding from HODS,T to P . To prove that
j(δ) = δ∗, it suffices by the minimality of δ and the elementarity of j to show that
(2δ∗)P > j(θ), or, since j(θ) = θ, that (2δ∗)P > θ. Suppose towards a contradiction
that this is false, so (2δ∗)P ≤ θ.
Since j ↾ Pbd(δ) ∩HODS,T ∈MS,T , j ↾ Pbd(δ) ∩ HODS,T ∈ HODS,T . Therefore
the one-to-one function h : P (δ)∩HODS,T → P (δ∗)∩P defined by h(A) = j(A)∩δ∗
belongs to HODS,T . Since (2
δ∗)P ≤ θ, there is an injective function from ran(h) to
θ in P , hence in MS,T , and hence in HODS,T by (3). Therefore in HODS,T ,
P (δ) ∩ HODS,T  ran(h) 
∗ θ
Since HODS,T satisfies the Axiom of Choice, it follows that (2
δ)HODS,T ≤ θ,
which contradicts the definition of δ. This contradiction establishes that δ∗ =
sup j[δ], finishing the proof of (4).
Let ι = θ+HODS,T . Then
ι ≤ j(ι) = θ+P ≤ θ+MS,T ≤ ι
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The first equality uses that j(θ) = θ, and the final inequality follows from (3). Hence
j(ι) = ι. Since ι ≤ (2δ)HODS,T , j[ι] ∈MS,T as an immediate consequence of (4). We
omit the proof, which is similar to the proof above that j[Pbd(δ)∩HODS,T ] ∈MS,T .
We finally show that θ ∗ X . Assume towards a contradiction that this fails.
Then by Theorem 3.29, for every x ∈ X , HODS,T,x is an ι-cc generic extension of
HODS,T . By elementarity, it follows that MS,T is an ι-cc generic extension of P .
In particular, P is stationary correct in MS,T at ι. This allows us to run Woodin’s
proof [12] of the Kunen Inconsistency Theorem to reach our final contradiction.
Let B = {ξ < ι | cf(ξ) = ω}. Recall that κ denotes the critical point of j. Since
HODS,T satisfies the Axiom of Choice, the Solovay Splitting Theorem [13] applied in
HODS,T yields a partition 〈Bν | ν < κ〉 of (B)HODS,T into HODS,T -stationary sets.
Let 〈B′ν | ν < j(κ)〉 = j(〈Bν | ν < κ〉). Then B
′
κ is P -stationary in ι. Therefore B
′
κ
is MS,T -stationary in ι since P is stationary correct in MS,T at ι. Since j[ι] ∈MS,T
is an ω-closed unbounded set in MS,T and MS,T satisfies that B
′
κ is a stationary
set of ordinals of cofinality ω, the intersection j[ι]∩B′κ is nonempty. Fix ξ < ι such
that j(ξ) ∈ B′κ. Clearly ξ ∈ B, so since 〈Bν | ν < κ〉 partitions B, there is some
ν < ι such that ξ ∈ Bν . Now j(ξ) ∈ j(Bν) = B′j(ν). Therefore the intersection
B′j(ν) ∩B
′
κ is nonempty, and so since 〈B
′
ν | ν < j(κ)〉 is a partition, j(ν) = κ. This
contradicts that κ is the critical point of j.
As a corollary of Theorem 3.27, we answer the following question of Schlutzen-
berg. Suppose j : V → V is an elementary embedding. Is every set ordinal definable
from parameters in the range of j? The question is motivated by the well-known
ZFC fact that if j : V →M is an elementary embedding, then every element in M
is ordinal definable in M from parameters in the range of j.
The answer to Schlutzenberg’s question, however, is no.
Theorem 3.30. Suppose ǫ ≤ η ≤ η′ are ordinals, ǫ is even, and j : Vη → Vη′ is a
cofinal elementary embedding such that j(ǫ) = ǫ. Then j⋆ ↾ θǫ is not definable over
Hη′ from parameters in j
⋆[Hη] ∪ Vǫ ∪ θη′ .
To put this theorem in a more familiar context, let us state a special case.
Corollary 3.31. Suppose j : V → V is an elementary embedding. Let λ = κω(j).
Then j[λ] is not ordinal definable from parameters in j[V ] ∪ Vλ.
Proof of Theorem 3.30. Let θ = θǫ. Since j(ǫ) = ǫ, j
⋆(θ) = θ. Suppose towards
a contradiction that the theorem fails. Then there is a set p ∈ Vη, a set a ∈ Vǫ,
an ordinal α < η′, and a formula ϕ such that j⋆[θ] is the unique set k ∈ Hη′ such
that Hη′ satisfies ϕ(k, j(p), a, α). By Proposition 3.15 (or trivially if ǫ is a limit
ordinal), there is an ordinal ξ such that ξ + 2 ≤ ǫ, a set x ∈ Vξ+1, and a function
f : Vξ+1 → Vǫ such that j(f)(x) = a.
Let γ be an ordinal such that α < j(γ). Define g : Vξ+1 × γ → P (θ) so that
j⋆(g)(x, α) = j⋆[θ]: let g(u, β) be the unique set k ∈ Hη such that Hη satisfies
ϕ(k, p, f(u), β). Let U be the ultrafilter over Vξ+1 × γ derived from j using (x, α).
It is easy to check that [g]U = jU [θ]: [h]U ∈ [g]U if and only if j(h)(x, α) ∈ j(g)(x, α)
if and only if j(h)(x, α) = j(ν) for some ν < θ if and only if there is some ν < θ
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such that h(u, β) = ν for U -almost all (u, β). By Theorem 3.27, there is a surjection
from Vξ+1 to θ, and since Vξ+1 ∈ Vǫ, this contradicts the definition of θ.
We include a final result ADR-like result about ordinal definability assuming an
elementary embedding from Vǫ+3 to Vǫ+3:
Theorem 3.32. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is a Σ1-elementary em-
bedding from Vǫ+3 to Vǫ+3. Then there is no sequence of functions 〈fα | α < θǫ+2〉
such that for all α < θǫ+2, fα is a surjection from Vǫ+1 to α.
This result cannot be proved from the existence of an elementary embedding
j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 (if this hypothesis is consistent): the inner model L(Vǫ+1)[j]
satisfies that there is an elementary embedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2, but using that
L(Vǫ+1)[j] satisfies that V = HODVǫ+1,i where i = j ↾ L(Vǫ+1)[j], one can easily
show that in L(Vǫ+1)[j], there is a sequence 〈fα | α < θǫ+2〉 such that for all
α < θǫ+2, fα is a surjection from Vǫ+2 to α.
Proof of Theorem 3.32. Suppose towards a contradiction that 〈fα | α < θǫ+2〉 is
such a sequence. As a consequence of this assumption and Lemma 3.26, θǫ+2 is
regular.
Note that 〈fα | α < θǫ+2〉 ∈ Hǫ+3. Using the notation from Section 2, fix
u ∈ Cǫ+3 such that Φǫ+3(u) = 〈fα | α < θǫ+2〉. (Recall that Cǫ+3 is the set of codes
in Vǫ+3 for elements of Hǫ+3.)
For ℓ = 0, 1, suppose
jℓ : (Vǫ+2, uℓ)→ (Vǫ+2, u)
is an elementary embedding. Necessarily, uℓ = j
−1
ℓ [u]. Assume j0 ↾ Vǫ = j1 ↾ Vǫ. We
claim that j⋆0 [θǫ+2] = j
⋆
1 [θǫ+2]. First, let F ⊆ θǫ+2 be the set of common fixed points
of j0 ↾ θǫ+2 and j1 ↾ θǫ+2. Since θǫ+2 is regular, F is ω-closed unbounded. For each
α ∈ F , there is some gℓα ∈ Hǫ+2 such that j
⋆
ℓ (g
ℓ
α) = fα. Indeed, one can set g
ℓ
α =
Φ(uℓ)α. Now j
⋆
0 [α] = j
⋆
0 [g
ℓ
α[Vǫ+1]] = fα[j0[Vǫ+1]]. Similarly j
⋆
1 [α] = fα[j0[Vǫ+1]].
Since j0 ↾ Vǫ = j1 ↾ Vǫ, j0 ↾ Vǫ+1 = j1 ↾ Vǫ+1 by Corollary 3.11. It follows that
j⋆0 [α] = j
⋆
1 [α]. Since F is unbounded in θǫ+2, this implies j
⋆
0 [θǫ+2] = j
⋆
1 [θǫ+2].
Let
E0 = {k | k ∈ E ((Vǫ+2, k
−1[u]), (Vǫ+2, u))}
E1 = {k ↾ Vǫ | k ∈ E1}
Let C =
⋂
k∈E0
k⋆[θǫ+2]. For any i ∈ E1, let Ai ⊆ θǫ+2 be equal to k⋆[θǫ+2] for
any k ∈ E1 extending i. This is well-defined by the previous paragraph. Clearly
C =
⋂
{Ai | i ∈ E0}. Since θǫ+2 is regular and E0 
∗ Vǫ+1, it follows that C is
ω-closed unbounded in θǫ+2.
Now suppose j : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 is Σ1-elementary. Then
j⋆(E0) = {k | k ∈ E ((Vǫ+2, k
−1[u]), (Vǫ+2, u))} (5)
j⋆(C) =
⋂
k∈j⋆(E0)
k⋆[θǫ+2] (6)
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Verifying these equalities is a bit tricky since we only know that j⋆ : Hǫ+3 → Hǫ+3
is Σ0-elementary. (See Lemma 2.12.) (5) is proved by writing E0 =
⋂
n<ω E
n
0 where
En0 = {k | k : (Vǫ+2, k
−1[u])→Σn (Vǫ+2, u)}
Notice that En0 is Σ0-definable overHǫ+3 from u and Vǫ+2, and j
⋆(E0) =
⋂
n<ω j
⋆(En0 ).
This easily yields (5). (6) is proved by checking that the ⋆-operation on E (Vǫ+2) is
Σ0-definable over Hǫ+3 from the parameter Hǫ+2.
It follows that j ↾ Vǫ+2 ∈ j
⋆(E0), and hence j
⋆(C) ⊆ j⋆[θǫ+2]. The only way this
is possible is if |C| < crit(j). But C is unbounded in θǫ+2. This contradicts that
θǫ+2 is regular.
4 The θα sequence
4.1 The main conjecture
In this section we study the sequence of cardinals θα (Definition 2.9). The results
we will prove suggest that if ǫ is an even ordinal, then assuming choiceless large
cardinal axioms, θǫ should be relatively large and θǫ+1 should be relatively small.
Conjecture 4.1. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is an elementary embedding
from Vǫ+1 to Vǫ+1.
• θǫ is a strong limit cardinal.7
• θǫ+1 = (θǫ)+.
We note that if ǫ is a limit ordinal, then one can prove in ZF that θǫ is a strong
limit cardinal and θǫ+1 = (θǫ)
+.
4.2 ZF theorems
Our first two theorems towards Conjecture 4.1 are the following:
Theorem 4.2. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose j : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 is an
elementary embedding with critical point κ. Then the interval (θǫ+2, θǫ+3) contains
fewer than κ regular cardinals.
This theorem shows that θǫ+3 is not too much larger than θǫ+2. Theorem 4.14
shows that under further assumptions, θǫ+2 is an inaccessible limit of regular car-
dinals, so Theorem 4.2 captures a genuine difference between the even and odd
levels.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2. Then for
any α < κω(j), there is no surjection from P (θ
+α
ǫ+1) onto θǫ+2.
7Recall that in the context of ZF, a cardinal is defined to be a strong limit cardinal if it is not
the surjective image of the powerset of any smaller cardinal.
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While we cannot show that θǫ+2 is a strong limit, this theorem shows that it
has some strong limit-like properties. Theorem 4.12 below proves the stronger fact
that Vǫ+1 surjects onto P (α) for all α < θǫ+2, but this theorem requires weak choice
assumptions.
The following lemma, which is a key aspect of the proof of both Theorem 4.2
and Theorem 4.3, roughly states that rank-to-rank embeddings have no generators
in the interval (θǫ+2, θǫ+3).
Lemma 4.4. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and j : Vǫ+1 → Vǫ+1 is an elementary
embedding. Then for every ordinal ν < θǫ+1, there are ordinals α, β < θǫ and a
function g : α→ θǫ+1 such that ν = j⋆(g)(β).
Proof. Let R be a prewellorder of Vǫ of length ν+1. Then j(R) is a prewellorder of
Vǫ of length at least ν+1. Fix a ∈ Vǫ with rankj(R)(a) = ν in R. By Corollary 3.12,
find an ordinal ξ such that ξ + 2 ≤ ǫ and a = j⋆(f)(x) for some f : Vξ+1 → Vǫ and
x ⊆ Vξ. Define d : Vξ+1 → θǫ+1 by setting d(u) = rankR(f(u)). Then j⋆(d)(x) = ν,
so ν ∈ ran(j⋆(d)). Let g : α→ θǫ+1 be the order-preserving enumeration of ran(d),
and note that α < θǫ since d witnesses ran(d) ∗ Vξ+1. By elementarity, j⋆(g)
enumerates ran(j⋆(d)), and hence there is some β < θǫ such that j
⋆(g)(β) = ν.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let η be the ordertype of the set of regular cardinals in
the interval (θǫ+2, θǫ+3). Then η is fixed by j
⋆, so η 6= κ. Suppose towards a
contradiction that η > κ. Let δ be the κ-th regular cardinal in (θǫ+2, θǫ+3). Then
j⋆(δ) is a regular cardinal strictly above δ, so j⋆(δ) is not equal to sup j⋆[δ], which
has cofinality δ. Therefore sup j⋆[δ] < j⋆(δ). By Lemma 4.4, there are ordinals
α, β < θǫ+2 and a function g : α → δ such that j⋆(g)(β) = sup j⋆[δ]. Since δ is
regular, there is some ordinal ρ < δ such that ran(g) ⊆ ρ. Therefore j⋆(g)(β) <
j⋆(ρ) < sup j⋆[δ], which is a contradiction.
We now turn to the size of θǫ+2 for ǫ even.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let E = 〈D(j, a) | a ∈ [θǫ]<ω〉 be the extender of length θǫ
derived from j. Notice that E is definable over Hǫ+2 from j⋆ ↾ Pbd(θǫ), hence from
j ↾ Vǫ+1, and hence from j ↾ Vǫ by Corollary 3.11. In fact, there is a partial sequence
〈F (σ) | σ ∈ Vǫ+1〉 definable without parameters over Hǫ+2 such that E = F (j[Vǫ]):
to be explicit, F (σ) is the extender of length θǫ derived from k where k = ((πσ)
+)⋆
for πσ : σ →M the Mostowski collapse of σ.
Let jE : Hǫ+2 → N be the associated ultrapower embedding, and let k : N →
Hǫ+2 be the associated factor embedding, defined by k([f, a]E) = j⋆(f)(a). Let
ν = crit(k). Note that ν must exist or else jE ↾ θǫ+2 = j
⋆ ↾ θǫ+2, contrary to
the undefinability of j⋆ ↾ θǫ+2 over Hǫ+3 from parameters, like E, that lie in Vǫ+2
(Lemma 3.23).
Note that ν is a generator of j⋆, in the sense that for any ordinals α, β < ν and
any function g : α→ θǫ+2, ν 6= j⋆(g)(β): otherwise ν ∈ ran(k) by definition. As an
immediate consequence of Lemma 4.4, it follows that ν ≥ θǫ+1. Since j
⋆ fixes every
cardinal in the interval (θǫ+1, θ
+κ
ǫ+1), it follows that ν ≥ θ
+κ
ǫ+1.
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Notice that for any η < θ+κǫ+1 and any set A ⊆ η, jE(A) = j
⋆(A). Indeed,
jE(A) ∩ ν = j⋆(A) ∩ ν for any set of ordinals A. Suppose towards a contradiction
that p : P (η) → θǫ+2 is a surjection. Define g : Vǫ+1 → P (θǫ+2) by setting
g(σ) = p ◦ jF (σ)[P (η)].
Let U be the ultrafilter over Vǫ+1 derived from j using j[Vǫ]. It is easy to check
that jU ↾ Hǫ+2 = j⋆ ↾ Hǫ+2. Therefore [g]U = jU (g)(j[Vǫ]) = jU (p) ◦ jE [P (η)] =
jU (p) ◦ jU [P (η)] = jU ◦ p[P (η)] = jU [θǫ+2]. This shows that jU [θǫ+2] ∈ MU , so by
Theorem 3.21, it follows that θǫ+2 ∗ Vǫ+1, which is a contradiction.
This shows that for any η < θ+κǫ+1, P (η) does not surject onto θǫ+2. The same
argument applied to the finite iterates of j shows that for any n < ω, η < θ
+κn(j)
ǫ+1 ,
P (η) does not surject onto θǫ+2. This proves the theorem.
As a corollary of the proof of Theorem 4.3, we have the following fact, which
exhibits a difference between the even and odd levels with regard to Lemma 4.4:
Proposition 4.5. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is an elemen-
tary embedding. Then j has a generator in the interval (θǫ+1, θǫ+2).
4.3 The Coding Lemma
One of the central theorems in the analysis of L(Vλ+1) assuming the axiom I0
is Woodin’s generalization of the Moschovakis Coding Lemma. Here we prove a
new Coding Lemma. This Coding Lemma lifts Woodin’s to structures of the form
L(Vǫ+1) where ǫ is even and the appropriate generalization of I0 holds. But more-
over, the proof adds a new twist to Woodin’s and as a consequence it applies to a host
of models beyond L(Vǫ+1). For example, the Coding Lemma holds in HOD(Vǫ+1),
and more interestingly, the Coding Lemma holds in V itself under what seem to be
reasonable assumptions.
Definition 4.6. Suppose ǫ and η are ordinals, ϕ : Vǫ+1 → η is a surjection, and R
is a binary relation on Vǫ+1.
• A relation R¯ ⊆ R is a ϕ-total subrelation of R if ϕ[dom(R¯)] = ϕ[dom(R)].
• A set of binary relations Γ on Vǫ+1 is a code-class for η if for any surjection
ψ : Vǫ+1 → η, every binary relation on Vǫ+1 has a ψ-total subrelation in Γ.
• The Coding Lemma holds at ǫ if every ordinal η < θǫ+2 has a code-class Γ
such that Γ ∗ Vǫ+1.
The Coding Lemma has a number of important consequences. For example:
Proposition 4.7. Suppose ǫ is an ordinal at which the Coding Lemma holds. Then
θǫ+2 is a strong limit cardinal. In fact, for any η < θǫ+2, P (η) ∗ Vǫ+1.
Proof. Fix a code-class Γ for η with Γ ∗ Vǫ+1. Fix a surjection ϕ : Vǫ+1 → η.
It is immediate that P (η) = {ϕ[dom(R)] | R ∈ Γ}. Therefore since Γ ∗ Vǫ+1,
P (η) ∗ Vǫ+1.
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Definition 4.8. Then the Collection Principle states that every class binary re-
lation R whose domain is a set has a set-sized subrelation R¯ such that dom(R¯) =
dom(R).
It seems that one needs a local form of the Collection Principle to prove the
Coding Lemma:
Theorem 4.9. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and M is an inner model containing
Vǫ+1. Suppose there is an embedding j ∈ E (Vǫ+2 ∩M) with crit(j) = κ. Assume
(Hǫ+2)M satisfies κ-DC and the Collection Principle. Then M satisfies the Coding
Lemma at ǫ.
Note that we only require the first-order Collection Principle to hold in (Hǫ+2)M .
We begin by proving a Weak Coding Lemma, which requires some more defini-
tions.
Definition 4.10. Suppose ǫ and η are ordinals, ϕ : Vǫ+1 → η is a surjection, and
R is a binary relation on Vǫ+1.
• A relation R¯ ⊆ R is a ϕ-cofinal subrelation of R if either ϕ[dom(R)] is not
cofinal in η or ϕ[dom(R¯)] is cofinal in ϕ[dom(R)].
• A set of binary relations Γ on Vǫ+1 is a weak code-class for η if for any surjec-
tion ψ : Vǫ+1 → η, every binary relation on Vǫ+1 has a ψ-cofinal subrelation
in Γ.
• The Weak Coding Lemma holds at ǫ if every ordinal η < θǫ+2 has a weak
code-class Γ such that Γ ∗ Vǫ+1.
Lemma 4.11. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and M is an inner model containing
Vǫ+1. Suppose there is an elementary embedding from Vǫ+2 ∩M to Vǫ+2 ∩M with
critical point κ. Assume (Hǫ+2)M satisfies κ-DC. Then the Weak Coding Lemma
holds at ǫ in M .
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that M does not satisfy the Weak Coding
Lemma at ǫ. Let η be the least ordinal for which there is no weak code-class Γ
with Γ ∗ Vǫ+1. Notice that η is definable in (Hǫ+2)M , and hence is fixed by any
embedding in E ((Hǫ+2)M ).
We now use that (Hǫ+2)M satisfies κ-DC to construct a sequence
〈(Aα, ϕα) | α < κ〉
by recursion. Each Aα will be a binary relation on Vǫ+1, and each ϕα will be a
surjection from Vǫ+1 to η. Suppose 〈(Aα, ϕα) | α < β〉 has been defined. Let
Γ be the collection of binary relations on Vǫ+1 definable (from parameters) over
(Vǫ+1, Aα) for some α < β. Obviously, Γ ∗ Vǫ+1, so by choice of η, Γ is not a
weak code-class for η. We can therefore choose a binary relation Aβ on Vǫ+1 and a
surjection ϕβ from Vǫ+1 to η such that Aβ has no ϕβ-cofinal subrelation in Γ. This
completes the construction.
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Fix an embedding j ∈ E (Vǫ+2 ∩ M) with critical point κ. Then j extends
uniquely to j⋆ : (Hǫ+2)M → (Hǫ+2)M . Apply j⋆ twice to 〈(Aα, ϕα) | α < κ〉:
〈(A1α, ϕ
1
α) : α < κ1〉 = j
⋆(〈(Aα, ϕα) | α < κ〉)
〈(A2α, ϕ
2
α) | α < κ2〉 = j
⋆(〈(A1α, ϕ
1
α) | α < κ1〉)
Notice the following equality:
j⋆(A1κ, ϕ
1
κ) = (A
2
κ1
, ϕ2κ1) (7)
(7) implies:
j[A1κ] is a ϕ
2
κ1
-cofinal subrelation of A2κ1 .
The point here is that j⋆(η) = η, so j⋆[η] is cofinal in η. Hence
ϕ2κ1 [dom(j[A
1
κ])] = j
⋆[ϕ1κ[dom(A
1
κ)]]
is cofinal in dom(A2κ1). (Note that for every β < κ, the set dom(Aβ) is cofinal in η:
otherwise for all α < β, Aα is vacuously a ϕβ-cofinal subrelation of Aβ .)
Recall, however, that our construction ensured that for all β < κ, Aβ has no ϕβ-
cofinal subrelation that is definable over (Vǫ+1, Aα) for some α < β. By elementarity,
A2κ1 has no ϕ
2
κ1
-cofinal subrelation that is boldface definable over (Vǫ+1, Aα) for
some α < κ1. We reach a contradiction by showing that j
⋆[A1κ] is definable over
(Vǫ+1, A
1
κ).
Combinatorially, the following equation is the new ingredient in this proof:
j(j)(A1κ) = A
2
κ (8)
(More formally (j⋆(j ↾ Vǫ))
+(A1κ) = A
2
κ; this notation is just too unwieldy.) (8)
implies that A1κ = j(j)
−1[A2κ]. By Theorem 3.13, j(j) ↾ Vǫ+1 is definable over
Vǫ+1 from its restriction to Vǫ, and therefore A
1
κ is definable from parameters over
(Vǫ+1, A
2
κ). Similarly, j[A
1
κ] is definable over (Vǫ+1, A
1
κ). It follows that j[A
1
κ] is
definable over (Vǫ+1, A
2
κ).
The proof that the Weak Coding Lemma implies the Coding Lemma is a direct
generalization of Woodin’s:
Proof of Theorem 4.9. Assume towards a contradiction that the Coding Lemma
fails in M at ǫ. Let η be the least ordinal for which there is no code-class Γ such
that Γ ∗ Vǫ+1.
Let ψ : Vǫ+1 → η be an arbitrary surjection. We begin by using the Collection
Principle to construct a set Λ ∗ Vǫ+1 that is a code-class for every α < η. Consider
the relation S ⊆ Vǫ+1 ×Hǫ+2 defined by
S(a,Γ) ⇐⇒ Γ is a code-class for ψ(a) with Γ ∗ Vǫ+1
By the minimality of η, S is a total relation. Since Hǫ+2 satisfies the Collection
Principle, there is a total relation S¯ ⊆ S with S¯ ∈ Hǫ+2. Let
Λ =
⋃
Γ∈ran(S¯)
Γ
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Clearly Λ is a code-class for every α < η. Since S¯ ∈ Hǫ+2, Λ ∗ Vǫ+1, so there is a
surjection π : Vǫ+1 → Λ.
Applying the Weak Coding Lemma, fix a weak code-class Σ for η with Σ ∗ Vǫ+1.
Let Γ be the collection of binary relations on Vǫ+1 definable over (Hǫ+2, π) using
parameters in Σ. Clearly Γ ∗ Vǫ+1. We finish by showing that Γ is a code-class
for η.
Fix a surjection ϕ : Vǫ+1 → η and a binary relation R on Vǫ+1. We must find a
ϕ-total subrelation R¯ of R that belongs to Γ. First consider the relation
S(a, u) ⇐⇒ π(u) is a ϕ-total subrelation of R ↾ϕ ψ(a)
(Here R ↾ϕ β = R ↾ {b | ϕ(b) < β}.) Notice that S is a total relation due to the
construction of Λ. Let S¯ ∈ Σ be a ψ-cofinal subrelation of S. Since S¯ ⊆ S, for all
u ∈ ran(S¯), π(u) ⊆ R. Moreover since S¯ is a ψ-cofinal subrelation of S, for cofinally
many β < η, there is some u ∈ ran(S¯) such that π(u) is a ϕ-total subrelation of
R ↾ β. Let
R¯ =
⋃
u∈ran(S¯)
π(u)
Then R¯ is a ϕ-total subrelation of R. Moreover R¯ ∈ Γ since R¯ is definable over
(Hǫ+2, π) using the parameter S¯ ∈ Σ.
Theorem 4.12. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose there is an elementary em-
bedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2 with critical point κ. AssumeHǫ+2 satisfies the Collection
Principle and κ-DC. Then θǫ+2 is a strong limit cardinal.
As a corollary of Theorem 4.12, we have a proof of the Kunen Inconsistency
Theorem that seems new:
Corollary 4.13 (ZFC). There is no elementary embedding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2.
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that there is an elementary embedding from
Vλ+2 to Vλ+2. The Axiom of Choice implies that all the hypotheses of Theorem 4.9
are satisfied when M = V . Therefore by Theorem 4.12, θλ+2 is a strong limit
cardinal. On the other hand, the Axiom of Choice implies θλ+2 = |Vλ+1|+, which
is not a strong limit cardinal.
Another consequence of the Coding Lemma beyond Theorem 4.12 is the follow-
ing theorem:
Theorem 4.14. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose there is an elementary em-
bedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2 with critical point κ. AssumeHǫ+2 satisfies the Collection
Principle and κ-DC. Then θǫ+2 is a limit of regular cardinals.
The theorem also generalizes easily to inner models M as in Theorem 4.9, but
here it seems one must require that j is a proper embedding in the sense of [3], and
since we do not want to introduce the notion of a proper embedding, we omit the
proof.
The proof uses the following lemma, which is a direct generalization of a con-
struction due to Woodin:
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Lemma 4.15 ([3], Lemma 6). Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is
an elementary embedding. Then for any set A ⊆ Vǫ+2, there is some set B ∈ Vǫ+2
such that j(B) = B and A ∈ L(Vǫ+1, B).
We warn that (2.2) in the proof of Lemma 6 of [3] contains a typo. We also need
a routine generalization of another theorem of Woodin:
Theorem 4.16 ([3], Lemma 22). Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal, B is a subset of Vǫ+1,
and j : L(Vǫ+1, B) → L(Vǫ+1, B) is an elementary embedding such that j(B) = B.
Let θ be θǫ+2 as computed in L(Vǫ+1, B). Then θ is a limit of regular cardinals in
L(Vǫ+1, B).
We note that although Woodin’s proof seems to use λ-DC, this is not really
necessary by the proof of Theorem 4.18 below.
Proof of Theorem 4.14. Fix a cardinal η < θǫ+2. We will show that there is a
regular cardinal in the interval (η, θǫ+2). By the Coding Lemma, there is a code-
class Γ for η such that Γ ∗ Vǫ+1. Let ϕ : Vǫ+1 → η be a surjection in M and let
A ⊆ Vǫ+1 be a set such that Γ ⊆ L(Vǫ+1, A) and such that L(Vǫ+1, A) satisfies that
η < θǫ+2. Let B be a set such that j(B) = B and A ∈ L(Vǫ+1, B).
Let θ be θǫ+2 as computed in L(Vǫ+1, B). We claim that for every ordinal γ < θ,
γη ⊆ L(Vǫ+1, B). To see this, fix s : η → γ, and we will show that s ∈ L(Vǫ+1, B).
Let ψ : Vǫ+1 → γ be a surjection. Let R = {(x, y) | s(ϕ(x)) = ψ(y)}. Since Γ is a
code-class for η, there is a subrelation R¯ of R in Γ such that dom(R¯) = dom(R).
But R¯ ∈ L(Vǫ+1, B) and s is clearly coded by R¯. Therefore s ∈ L(Vǫ+1, B), as
desired.
By Theorem 4.16, θ is a limit of regular cardinals in L(Vǫ+1, B). Therefore let
ι ∈ (η, θ) be a regular cardinal of L(Vǫ+1, B). Since ιη ⊆ L(Vǫ+1, B), cf(ι) ∈ (η, θ).
In particular, there is a regular cardinal in the interval (η, θǫ+2).
Question 4.17. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal. Suppose there is an elementary
embedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2 with critical point κ. Assume Hǫ+2 satisfies the
Collection Principle and κ-DC. Must θǫ+2 be a limit of measurable cardinals?
Let us now show that for certain inner models, one can avoid the extra assump-
tions in Theorem 4.9.
Theorem 4.18. Suppose N is an inner model of ZFC, ǫ is an even ordinal, A ⊆
Vǫ+1, and W is a set. Let M = N(Vǫ+1, A)[W ]. Suppose there is an elementary
embedding from M ∩ Vǫ+2 to M ∩ Vǫ+2. Then the Coding Lemma holds in M at ǫ.
Sketch. We just describe how to modify the proofs above to avoid assuming Collec-
tion and Dependent Choice.
The first point is that one can prove (Hǫ+2)M satisfies the Collection Principle.
To see this, note that by the definition of M , for any X ∈M , there is an ordinal γ
such that X ∗ Vǫ+1 × γ in M . Therefore fix a surjection
f : Vǫ+1 × γ → (Hǫ+2)
M
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with f ∈ M . For each x ∈ Vǫ+1, let Γx = f [{x} × γ] and let <x be the wellorder
of Hx induced by f . Suppose R ⊆ (Hǫ+2)M is a definable relation whose domain
belongs to (Hǫ+2)M . Then R ∈ M . For each x ∈ Vǫ+1, let rx(a) be the <x-least
b in Hx such that (a, b) ∈ R. The sequence 〈rx | x ∈ Vǫ+1〉 belongs to M , and
indeed it belongs to (Hǫ+2)
M . This is because one can define a partial surjection
from dom(R) to rx uniformly in x. Therefore
⋃
x∈Vǫ+1
rx ∈ (Hǫ+2)M , and letting
R¯ =
⋃
x∈Vǫ+1
rx, we have dom(R¯) = dom(R). This verifies that (Hǫ+2)M satisfies
the Collection Principle.
To finish the sketch, we describe how in this special case one can avoid the use
of Dependent Choice in the proof of the Weak Coding Lemma (Lemma 4.11). One
need only modify the construction of the sequence 〈(Aα, ϕα) | α < κ〉. One instead
constructs a sequence 〈(Ax,α, ϕx,α) | (x, α) ∈ Vǫ+1 × κ〉. The construction proceeds
as follows. Suppose that 〈(Ax,α, ϕx,α) | (x, α) ∈ Vǫ+1 × β〉 has been defined. By
the failure of the Weak Coding Lemma, there is some (A,ϕ) such that A has no
ϕ-cofinal subrelation that is definable over (Vǫ+1, Ax,α) for some (x, α) ∈ Vǫ+1 × β.
For each x ∈ Vǫ+1, let (Ax,β , ϕx,β) be the <x-least such (A,ϕ) ∈ Hx, if one exists.
This completes the construction.
Now one considers:
〈(A1x,α, ϕ
1
x,α) | (x, α) ∈ Vǫ+1 × κ1〉 = j(〈(Ax,α, ϕx,α) | (x, α) ∈ Vǫ+1 × κ〉)
Fix any x ∈ Vǫ+1 such that (A
1
x,κ, ϕ
1
x,κ) is defined. One then uses (A
1
x,κ, ϕ
1
x,κ) in
place of (A1κ, ϕ
1
κ). The rest of the proof is unchanged.
We conclude this section by showing that the Coding Lemma fails at odd or-
dinals in a strong sense. For example, we show that if ǫ is even and there is an
elementary embedding from Vǫ+3 to Vǫ+3, then Vǫ+2 does not surject onto P (θǫ+2).
By Proposition 4.7, this implies that the Coding Lemma does not hold at ǫ+ 1.
Theorem 4.19. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is an elementary embedding
from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2. Then for any ordinal γ, there is no surjection from Vǫ × γ onto
P (θǫ).
Proof. Suppose towards a contradiction that the theorem fails. Let θ = θǫ. Let γ
be the least ordinal such that P (θ) ∗ Vǫ × γ. We first show
γ ∗ Vǫ × P (θ) 
∗ Vǫ+1 (9)
For the first inequality, fix a surjection f : Vǫ × γ → P (θ). Define
g : Vǫ × P (θ)→ γ
by setting g(A,S) = min{ξ | f(A, ξ) = S}. Let T be the range of g. Then
f [Vǫ × T ] = P (θ), so by the minimality of γ, it must be that |T | = γ. Thus
γ ∗ Vǫ × P (θ).
For the second inequality, note that θ ∗ Vǫ so P (θ) 
∗ P (Vǫ) = Vǫ+1. It follows
easily that Vǫ × P (θ) ∗ Vǫ+1.
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By our large cardinal hypothesis, there is an elementary embedding j : Hǫ+2 →
Hǫ+2. Note that f ∈ Hǫ+2 by (9). By the elementarity of j, j(f) is a surjection
from Vǫ × j(γ) to P (θ); therefore, for some (a, α) ∈ Vǫ × j(γ), j(f)(a, α) = j[θ]. By
the cofinal embedding property (Proposition 3.15), or trivially if ǫ is a limit ordinal,
there is an ordinal ξ such that ξ+2 ≤ ǫ, a set x ⊆ Vξ, and a function g : Vξ+1 → Vǫ
such that j(g)(x) = a. Let U be the ultrafilter over Vξ+1 × γ derived from j using
(x, α). Let h : Vξ+1 × γ → P (θ) be defined by h(u, β) = f(g(u), β). Then it is easy
to see that [h]U = jU [θ]. This contradicts Theorem 3.27.
It is a bit strange that for example we require an embedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2
to show this structural property of P (θǫ). The theorem implies that P (θǫ) cannot
be wellordered, so for example in the case “ǫ = κω(j),” one cannot reduce the large
cardinal hypothesis to an embedding j : Vλ+1 → Vλ+1 assuming the consistency
of ZFC plus I1. (Similar results hold for j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2, considering the model
L(Vǫ+1)[j].) Inspecting the proof, however, one obtains the following result:
Theorem 4.20. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is an elementary embedding
from Vǫ+1 to Vǫ+1. Then there is no surjection from Vǫ onto P (θǫ).
The following question is related to Theorem 4.19 and might be more tractable
than the question of whether θǫ+1 = (θǫ)
+:
Question 4.21. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is an elementary embedding
from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2. Is there a surjection from P (θǫ) to θǫ+1?
5 Ultrafilters and the Ketonen order
5.1 Measurable cardinals and the Ulam argument
With the goal of refuting strong choiceless large cardinal axioms in mind, Woodin [2]
showed that various consequences of the Axiom of Choice follow from the existence
of large cardinals at the level of supercompact and extendible cardinals. While
developing set theoretic geology in the choiceless context, Usuba realized that the
apparently much weaker notion of a Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinal does just as well
as a supercompact.
Definition 5.1. A cardinal κ is a Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinal if for all ordinals
α < κ ≤ γ, for any a ∈ Vγ , there is an elementary substructure X ≺ Vγ+1 such that
[X ]Vα ⊆ X , a ∈ X , and for some β < κ, X ∗ Vβ .
Here we give a proof of Ulam’s theorem on the atomicity of saturated filters in
ZF assuming the existence of two strategically placed Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals.
Our arguments are inspired by the ones in [6], and our result generalizes some
of the theorems of that paper while simultaneously reducing their large cardinal
hypotheses.
Recall that the usual proof of Ulam’s theorem uses a splitting argument that
seems to make heavy use of a strong form of the Axiom of Dependent Choice.
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Here it is shown that this can be avoided if one is allowed to take two elementary
substructures.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose γ is a cardinal, κ0 < κ1 are Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals
above γ, and δ is an ordinal. Suppose F is a filter over δ that is Vκ1-complete and
weakly γ-saturated. Then for some cardinal η < γ, there is a partition 〈Sα | α < η〉
of δ such that F ↾ Sα is an ultrafilter for all α < η.
Proof. Since κ1 is a Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinal, we can fix an elementary sub-
structure X ≺ Vδ+ω+1 with the following properties:
• X ∗ Vβ for some β < κ1.
• γ, κ0, κ1, δ, and F belong to X .
• [X ]Vα ⊆ X for every α < κ0.
Let π : HX → Vδ+ω+1 be the inverse of the Mostowski collapse of X , and let
γ¯, κ¯0, κ¯1, δ¯, and F¯ be the preimages under π of γ, κ0, κ1, δ, and F respectively.
For each ordinal ξ < δ, let Uξ denote the HX -ultrafilter derived from π using
ξ. Since π has critical point above κ0 and HX is closed under Vα-sequences for
every α < κ0, for all ξ < δ, Uξ is Vκ0 -complete. (More precisely, Uξ generates a Vκ0 -
complete filter.) Since {Uξ | ξ < δ} ⊆ P (HX) andHX 
∗ Vβ , {Uξ | ξ < δ} 
∗ Vβ+1.
For each ξ < δ, let Bξ = {ξ′ | Uξ′ = Uξ}. We make the obvious observation that
the map sending Bξ to Uξ is a (well-defined) one-to-one correspondence. It follows
that {Bξ | ξ < δ} ∗ Vβ+1. Let T ⊆ δ be the set of ξ < δ such that Bξ is F -positive.
Since F is Vκ1 -complete and κ1 > β + 1, T ∈ F . (This is a standard argument:
{Bξ | ξ ∈ δ \ T } is a collection of F -null sets with {Bξ | ξ ∈ δ \ T } ∗ Vβ+1, and
hence
⋂
ξ∈δ\T Bξ is F -null by the Vκ1 -completeness of F . Therefore the complement
of
⋂
ξ∈δ\T Bξ belongs to F . Note that ξ ∈ T if and only if Bξ ⊆ T , and hence
T =
⋃
ξ∈T Bξ. It follows that T is the complement of
⋂
ξ∈δ\T Bξ, so T ∈ F as
desired.) Since F is weakly γ-saturated and {Bξ | ξ ∈ T } is a partition of δ into
positive sets, |{Bξ | ξ ∈ T }| < γ. Given the one-to-one correspondence described
above, it follows that |{Uξ | ξ ∈ T }| < γ.
Now since κ0 is a Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinal and γ < κ0, we can fix an ele-
mentary substructure Y ≺ Vδ+ω+2 with {Uξ | ξ ∈ T } ∈ Y, X ∈ Y , γ ⊆ Y , and
Y ∗ Vβ′ for some β′ < κ0. Since |{Uξ | ξ ∈ T }| < γ, it follows that Uξ ∈ Y for all
ξ ∈ T . Notice, however, that Uξ ∩ Y ∈ X since [X ]
Vβ′ ⊆ X . For ξ ∈ T , let
Aξ =
⋂
{A ∈ Uξ | A ∈ Y }
Notice that Aξ ∈ Uξ for all ξ ∈ T since Uξ is Vκ0-complete.
We claim that Aξ0 ∩ Aξ1 = ∅ whenever Uξ0 6= Uξ1 . (Obviously if Uξ0 = Uξ1 ,
then Aξ0 = Aξ1 .) To see this, note that since Uξ0 6= Uξ1 and Y ≺ Vδ+ω+2, there
is some A ∈ HX ∩ Y with A ∈ Uξ0 and δ¯ \ A ∈ Uξ1 . It follows that Aξ0 ⊆ A and
Aξ1 ⊆ δ¯ \A, and hence Aξ0 ∩ Aξ1 = ∅, as desired.
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Let S = {ξ ∈ T | F¯ ⊆ Uξ}. Thus S = T ∩
⋂
{A ∈ F | A ∈ X}, so since T
and
⋂
{A ∈ F | A ∈ X} belong to F , S ∈ F . We claim that for all ξ ∈ S, Aξ
is an atom of F¯ in HX . Fix ξ ∈ S, and suppose towards a contradiction that E0
and E1 are disjoint F¯ -positive subsets of Aξ that belong to HX . Since π(E0) is
F -positive, π(E0) ∩ S 6= ∅, so fix ξ0 ∈ π(E0) ∩ S. Note that E0 ∈ Uξ0 since Uξ0 is
the ultrafilter derived from π using ξ0. Similarly fix ξ1 ∈ π(E1) ∩ S, and note that
E1 ∈ Uξ1 . Since E0 and E1 are disjoint, it follows that Uξ0 6= Uξ1 . In particular, one
of them is not equal to Uξ. Assume without loss of generality that Uξ0 6= Uξ. Since
E0 ∈ Uξ0 , we have E0 ∩Aξ0 6= ∅. It follows that Aξ ∩Aξ0 6= ∅, and this contradicts
that Aξ0 ∩ Aξ1 = ∅ whenever Uξ0 6= Uξ1 .
Therefore {Aξ | ξ ∈ S} is a set of atoms for F¯ . We claim
⋃
ξ∈S Aξ ∈ F . Suppose
not, towards a contradiction. In other words, the set
E = δ¯ \
⋃
ξ∈S
Aξ
is F -positive. For every ξ ∈ S, since Aξ ∈ Uξ and F¯ ⊆ Uξ for all ξ ∈ S, necessarily
F¯ ↾ Aξ = Uξ. Note that E belongs to Uξ for some ξ ∈ S: indeed, since π(E) is
F -positive and S ∈ F , π(E) ∩ S 6= ∅; now for any ξ ∈ π(E) ∩ S, E ∈ Uξ. But then
E ∩Aξ 6= ∅, which contradicts that E = δ¯ \
⋃
ξ∈S Aξ.
Finally, note that {Aξ | ξ ∈ T } ∈ HX since [HX ]γ ⊆ HX . Hence HX satisfies
that there is a partition of an F¯ -large set into fewer than γ-many atoms. By the
elementarity of π, Vδ+ω+1 satisfies that there is a partition of an F -large set into
fewer than γ-many atoms. Obviously this is absolute to V , which completes the
proof.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose η is a limit of Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals and there is
an elementary embedding from Vη+2 to Vη+2. If η is regular, then η is measurable,
and if η is singular, then η+ is measurable.
5.2 Preliminaries on the Ketonen order
Recall the notion of an ultrafilter comparison (Definition 7.6) that played a role
in Proposition 3.20. One obtains an order on ultrafilters over ordinals by setting
U <k W if there is an ultrafilter comparison from (U, id) to (W, id). Let us give a
more concrete definition of this order.
Definition 5.4. Suppose F is a filter over X and 〈Gx | x ∈ X〉 is a sequence of
filters over Y . Then the F -limit of 〈Gx | x ∈ X〉 is the filter
F -limx∈XGx = {A ⊆ Y | {x ∈ X | A ∈ Gx} ∈ F}
Definition 5.5. Suppose δ is an ordinal. The Ketonen order is defined on countably
complete ultrafilters over δ by setting U ≤k W if U is of the formW -limα<δZα where
Zα is a countably complete ultrafilter over δ concentrating on α+ 1.
The following fact is easy to verify:
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Lemma 5.6. The Ketonen order is transitive and anti-symmetric.
Definition 5.7. Set U <k W if U ≤k W and W 6≤k U .
Equivalently, U <k W if U ≤k W and U 6= W . Also U <k W if and only if
U is of the form W -limα<δZα where Zα is a countably complete ultrafilter over δ
concentrating on α. Also, as we mentioned above, U <k W if there is an ultrafilter
comparison from (U, id) to (W, id). In the Appendix, we give a proof of the following
theorem:
Theorem 7.13 (DC). The Ketonen order is wellfounded.
Definition 5.8 (DC). The Ketonen rank of U , denoted σ(U), is the rank of U in
the Ketonen order, and the Ketonen rank of δ, denoted σ(δ), is the rank of the
Ketonen order on δ.
A straightforward alternate characterization of the Ketonen order turns out to
be important here.
Definition 5.9. Suppose δ is an ordinal. A function h : P (δ) → P (δ) is Lipschitz
if for all α < δ and all A,B ⊆ δ with A ∩ α = B ∩ α, h(A) ∩ α = h(B) ∩ α,
and h is strongly Lipschitz if for all α < δ and all A,B ⊆ δ with A ∩ α = B ∩ α,
h(A) ∩ (α+ 1) = h(B) ∩ (α + 1).
Lemma 5.10. Suppose U and W are countably complete ultrafilters over δ.
• U ≤k W if and only if there is a countably complete Lipschitz homomorphism
h : P (δ)→ P (δ) such that h−1[W ] = U .
• U <k W if and only if there is a countably complete strongly Lipschitz homo-
morphism h : P (δ)→ P (δ) such that h−1[W ] = U .
Notice that an elementary embedding from P (δ) to P (δ) is a countably complete
Lipschitz homomorphism.
5.3 Ordinal definability and the Ultrapower Axiom
The Ultrapower Axiom (UA) is an inner model principle introduced by the au-
thor in [9] to develop the general theory of countably complete ultrafilters and in
particular the theory of strongly compact and supercompact cardinals. Implicit in
the statement of UA is the assumption of the Axiom of Choice, and dropping that
assumption, there are a number of inequivalent reformulations of the principle. In
ZFC, however, the Ultrapower Axiom is equivalent to the linearity of the Ketonen
order. The following theorem therefore shows that in one sense, the existence of a
Reinhardt cardinal almost implies the Ultrapower Axiom.
Theorem 5.11. Suppose j : V → V is an elementary embedding and κω(j)-DC
holds. Then for any ordinals δ and ξ, the set of countably complete ultrafilters over
δ of Ketonen rank ξ has cardinality strictly less than κω(j).
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We will prove a more technical theorem that also applies to L(Vλ+1) and other
small models.
Theorem 5.12. Suppose ǫ is an ordinal, M is an inner model containing Vǫ+1, and
δ < θMǫ+2 is an ordinal. Suppose there is a nontrivial embedding j ∈ E (Vǫ+3 ∩M)
such that j ↾ PM (δ) belongs to M . Assume M satisfies λ-DC where λ = κω(j).
Then in M , for any ordinal ξ < θǫ+3, the set of countably complete ultrafilters over
δ of Ketonen rank ξ is wellorderable and has cardinality strictly less than λ.
Why Vǫ+3? The point of this large cardinal hypothesis is that working in M ,
every countably complete ultrafilter over an ordinal less than θǫ+2 belongs to Hǫ+3,
and moreover the Ketonen order and its rank function are definable over Hǫ+3.
Therefore by the remarks following Definition 2.8, an embedding j ∈ E (Vǫ+3 ∩M)
lifts to an embedding j⋆ ∈ E ((Hǫ+3)M ) that is Ketonen order preserving and in
addition respects Ketonen ranks in the sense that σ(j⋆(U)) = j⋆(σ(U)) for any
countably complete ultrafilter U on an ordinal less than θǫ+2. This is what is
needed for the proof of Theorem 5.12.
Proof of Theorem 5.12. By considering the least counterexample, we may assume
without loss of generality that j fixes δ and ξ. Since M satisfies λ-DC, it suffices to
show that in M , there is no λ-sequence of distinct countably complete ultrafilters
over δ of Ketonen rank ξ. Suppose towards a contradiction that 〈Uα | α < λ〉 is
such a sequence. Note that 〈Uα | α < λ〉 is coded by an element of Vǫ+3 ∩M , so we
can apply j to it. This yields:
〈U1α | α < λ〉 = j(〈Uα | α < λ〉)
〈U2α | α < λ〉 = j(〈U
1
α | α < λ〉)
Let κ be the critical point of j. We claim that the following hold for A ∈ PM (δ):
A ∈ U1κ ⇐⇒ j(A) ∈ U
2
j(κ) (10)
A ∈ U1κ ⇐⇒ j(i)(A) ∈ U
2
κ (11)
where i = j ↾ PM (δ). (10) is trivial since j(U1κ) = U
2
j(κ). (11) is slightly more subtle
because we are not assuming j ↾ P (P (δ)) belongs to M , and therefore j(j)(U1κ) is
not obviously well-defined. Note however that for all α < κ, A ∈ Uα if and only
if i(A) ∈ U1α. By the elementarity of j, for all α < j(κ), A ∈ U
1
α if and only if
j(i)(A) ∈ U2α. In particular, A ∈ U
1
κ if and only if j(i)(A) ∈ U
2
κ , proving (11).
Now notice that in M , i and j(i) are countably complete Lipschitz homomor-
phisms from P (δ) to P (δ). Therefore by the characterization of the Ketonen order
in terms of Lipschitz homomorphisms (Lemma 5.10), (10) and (11) imply:
U1κ ≤k U
2
j(κ)
U1κ ≤k U
2
κ
Now we use that j fixes ξ, which implies that the three ultrafilters U1κ , U
2
κ , and U
2
j(κ)
have Ketonen rank ξ. Since the Ketonen order is wellfounded, it follows that the
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inequalities above cannot be strict, and so since the Ketonen order is antisymmetric,
U2j(κ) = U
1
κ = U
2
κ . This contradicts that 〈U
2
α | α < λ〉 is a sequence of distinct
ultrafilters.
Although Theorem 5.12 shows that the Ketonen order is almost linear under
choiceless large cardinal assumptions, true linearity is incompatible with κω(j)-DC:
Proposition 5.13 (DC). Suppose j : Vλ+2 → Vλ+2 is an elementary embedding
with λ = κω(j). Suppose λ is a limit of Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals. Assume the
restriction of the Ketonen order to λ+-complete ultrafilters over λ+ is linear. Then
ω1-DC is false.
Proof. We begin by outlining the proof. Assume towards a contradiction that ω1-
DC is true. We first prove that the Ketonen least ultrafilter U on λ+, which exists
by the linearity of the Ketonen order, extends the ω-closed unbounded filter. Next,
we show that, assuming ω1-DC, there is a normal ultrafilter W on λ
+ extending
the ω1-closed unbounded filter.
Let us show that the existence of the ultrafilters U and W actually implies
that ω1 is measurable, contradicting ω1-DC. Clearly U <k W . As a consequence
U = W -limα<λ+Uα where Uα is a countably complete ultrafilter such that α ∈ Uα
for W -almost all α < λ+. For each α < λ+, let δα be the least ordinal such that
δα ∈ Uα. Then δα = α for W -almost all α < λ
+: otherwise, since W is normal,
there is a δ < λ+ such that δα = δ for W -almost all α < λ
+, which implies
δ ∈ W -limα<λ+Uα = U , contradicting that U is a uniform ultrafilter over λ
+. Fix
an ordinal α < λ+ of cofinality ω1 such that δα = α. Then Uα is a fine ultrafilter
over α; that is, every set in U is cofinal in α. This implies that cf(α) carries a
uniform countably complete ultrafilter D: let f : α→ ω1 be any monotone function
and let D = f∗(Uα). This means that ω1 is measurable, which is a contradiction.
The first step is to show that DC implies that there is a normal filter over λ+
extending the ω-closed unbounded filter. For this, we show that the weak club filter
is normal. This is the filter F generated by sets of the form
{sup(σ ∩ λ+) | σ ≺M}
where M is a structure in a countable language containing λ+. The normality
of this filter, given the Lo¨wenheim-Skolem hypothesis, is proved by Usuba as [14,
Proposition 3.5]. By DC, the set
S = {α < λ+ | cf(α) = ω}
is F -positive. Hence F ↾ S is a normal filter extending the ω-closed unbounded
filter. By the Woodin argument and Theorem 5.2, F ↾ S is atomic. Therefore there
is some T ⊆ S such that F ↾ T is an ultrafilter. Of course F ↾ T is normal since
F is, and hence we have obtained a normal ultrafilter U extending the ω-closed
unbounded filter.
We claim that no uniform ultrafilter over λ+ lies below U in the Ketonen order.
To see this, suppose Z <k U , and we will show that there is some δ < λ
+ such that
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δ ∈ Z. Suppose Z = U -limξ<λ+Dξ where Dξ is a countably complete ultrafilter
over λ+ with ξ ∈ Dξ for U -almost all ξ < λ+. For U -almost all ξ < λ+, ξ has
cofinality ω and Dξ is a countably complete ultrafilter with ξ ∈ Dξ, so there is some
δξ < ξ with δξ ∈ Dξ. Since U is normal, there is a fixed ordinal δ < λ+ such that
δξ = δ for U -almost all ξ < λ
+. Hence δ ∈ Dξ for U -almost all ξ < λ
+, so since
Z = U -limξ<λ+Dξ, δ ∈ Z.
Thus U is the Ketonen least ultrafilter over λ+.
Using ω1-DC, one can show that {α < λ+ | cf(α) = ω1} is positive with respect
to the weak club filter. It follows as above that the ω1-closed unbounded filter
extends to a normal ultrafilter. As explained in the first two paragraphs, this leads
to the conclusion that ω1 is measurable, which contradicts our assumption that
ω1-DC holds.
It would not be that surprising if it turned out to be possible to refute the
linearity of the Ketonen order outright from choiceless large cardinals. If the lin-
earity of the Ketonen order is consistent with choiceless large cardinals, however,
then perhaps there is an interesting theory of choiceless large cardinals in which
choice fails low down. We will not pursue this idea further here since it leads to
highly speculative territory. We do note that one can make do with a weaker choice
assumption in the proof of Theorem 5.12:
Theorem 5.14. Suppose ǫ is an ordinal, M is an inner model of DC containing
Vǫ+1, and δ < θ
M
ǫ+2 is an ordinal. Suppose there is a nontrivial j ∈ E (Vǫ+3∩M) such
that j ↾ PM (δ) belongs to M . Assume λ = κω(j) is a limit of Lo¨wenheim-Skolem
cardinals in M . Then the following hold in M :
(1) For any ordinal ξ < θǫ+3, the set of countably complete ultrafilters over δ of
Ketonen rank ξ is the surjective image of Vα for some α < λ.
(2) The set of Vλ-complete ultrafilters of Ketonen rank ξ is wellorderable and has
cardinality strictly less than λ.
The proof uses the following lemma, whose analog in the context of AC is well
known and does not require the supercompactness assumption that we make below:
Lemma 5.15. AssumeM is a model of set theory and j :M → N is an elementary
embedding with critical point κ. Assume there is a Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinal η
in M such that κ < η < j(κ) and j[Vξ ∩M ] ∈ N for all ξ < η. Then for any set
S ∈M such that j(S) = j[S], there is some α < κ such that M satisfies S ∗ Vα.
Proof. We first observe that if there is a surjection f : S → S′ in M , then
j(S′) = j(f)[j(S)] = j(f)[j[S]] = j[S′]
Work in M , and assume towards a contradiction that S 6∗ Vα for any α < κ. Fix
γ > β and an elementary substructure X ≺ Vγ with S ∈ X , [X ]
Vα ⊆ X , and for
some ν < η, X ∗ Vν . Let S′ = X ∩ S. Notice that there is no surjection from Vα
to S′ for any α < κ: if there is, then S′ ∈ X since X is closed under Vα-sequences,
and hence S′ = S because S ∈ X and (S \ S′)∩X = ∅; but then S ∗ Vα, which is
a contradiction. Let ξ be the least rank of a set a that is in bijection with S′. Then
κ ≤ ξ < η.
We now leave M . On the one hand, j(ξ) > j(κ) > η > ξ. On the other hand,
j(S′) = j[S′] by our first observation. Let f : a → S′ be a bijection in M , and
notice that a ∈ N and j(f) ◦ j ↾ a ∈ N is a bijection between j[S′] and a that
belongs to N . Therefore in N , |j(S′)| = |a|. It follows that in N , ξ is the least rank
of a set in bijection with j(S′). This contradicts that j(ξ) > ξ.
Proof of Theorem 5.14. Suppose towards a contradiction that the theorem fails.
We work inM for the time being. Let ξ < θǫ+3 be the least ordinal such that the
set of countably complete ultrafilters over δ of Ketonen rank ξ is not the surjective
image of Vβ for any β < λ. Let S be any set of countably complete ultrafilters over
δ of Ketonen rank ξ. LeavingM , a generalization of the proof of Theorem 5.12 will
show that j(S) = j[S]. Assume otherwise, fix U ∈ j(S) \ j[S] and consider j(U)
and j(j)(U). On the one hand, these ultrafilters must be distinct: by elementarity
j(U) /∈ j(j[S]) = j(j)[j(S)], whereas evidently j(j)(U) ∈ j(j)[j(S)]. On the other
hand, j ↾ P (δ) and j(j) ↾ P (δ) witness that U ≤k j(U), j(j)(U) in M , and therefore
U = j(U) = j(j)(U) since σ(U) = σ(j(U)) = σ(j(j)(U)) = ξ since of course j and
j(j) fix the definable ordinal ξ. This is a contradiction, so in fact j(S) = j[S].
By Lemma 5.15, M satisfies that S ∗ Vα for some α < crit(j). This contradic-
tion proves (1).
Now consider the set S of Vλ-complete ultrafilters over δ of Ketonen rank ξ. By
an argument similar to that of Theorem 5.2, one can use the Lo¨wenheim-Skolem
assumption to find a “discretizing family” for S, or in other words a function f :
S → P (δ) such that f(U) ∈ U \W for all W ∈ S except for U . Then the function
g(U) = min f(U) is an injection from S into δ, so S is wellorderable. Since θα < λ
for all α < λ, it follows that |S| < λ, proving (2).
We remark that an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.14 can be used to
establish the Coding Lemma (Theorem 4.9) from a Lo¨wenheim-Skolem hypothesis
rather than dependent choice.
The semi-linearity of the Ketonen order given by Theorem 5.12 implies that V
is in a sense “close to HOD.” (No such closeness result is known to be provable
from large cardinal axioms consistent with the Axiom of Choice, so this perhaps
complicates the intuition that choiceless large cardinal axioms imply that HOD is
a small model.) We first state the theorem in two special cases:
Theorem 5.16. Suppose λ is a cardinal such that λ-DC holds. Assume M =
L(Vλ+1) or M = V . Suppose there is an elementary embedding j : M → M with
κω(j) = λ. Then M satisfies the following statements:
(1) Every countably complete ultrafilter over an ordinal belongs to an ordinal defin-
able set of size less than λ.
(2) Every λ+-complete ultrafilter over an ordinal δ is ordinal definable from a subset
of δ.
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(3) For any set of ordinals S, every λ+-complete ultrafilter is amenable to HODS.
(4) For any λ+-complete ultrafilter U on an ordinal, the ultrapower embedding jU
is amenable to HODx for a cone of x ∈ Vλ.
We now prove a more technical result that immediately implies the previous
theorem.
Theorem 5.17. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal, M is an inner model of DC contain-
ing Vǫ+1. Assume there is an elementary embedding j from Vǫ+3 ∩M to Vǫ+3 ∩M
such that j ↾ P (δ) ∈M for all δ < θMǫ+2. Assume λ = κω(j) is a limit of Lo¨wenheim-
Skolem cardinals in M . Then the following hold in M :
(1) Every countably complete ultrafilter over an ordinal below θǫ+2 belongs to an
ordinal definable set of size less than λ.
(2) Every λ+-complete ultrafilter over an ordinal δ < θǫ+2 is ordinal definable from
a subset of δ.
(3) For any set of ordinals S, every λ+-complete ultrafilter over an ordinal δ < θǫ+2
is amenable to HODS.
(4) For any λ+-complete ultrafilter U on an ordinal less than θǫ+2, the ultrapower
embedding jU is amenable to HODx for a cone of x ∈ Vλ.
Proof. We work entirely in M , using only the conclusion of Theorem 5.14.
(1) is clear from Theorem 5.12.
For (2), suppose U is a countably complete ultrafilter over δ. Let ξ be the
Ketonen rank of U , and let 〈Uα : α < η〉 enumerate the λ+-complete ultrafilters of
Ketonen rank ξ. Choose a set A ⊆ δ such that A ∈ U and A /∈ Uα for any α < η;
this is possible because η < λ and the ultrafilters in question are λ+-complete. Since
U is the unique λ+-complete ultrafilter over δ of Ketonen rank ξ such that A ∈ U ,
U is ordinal definable from A.
We now prove (3). Let U¯ = U ∩ HODS . We must show that U¯ ∈ HODS . Fix
an OD set P of cardinality less than λ such that U ∈ P . Note that F =
⋂
P is
ordinal definable. Let F¯ = F ∩ HODS . Then F¯ ∈ HODS . Using λ+-completeness,
it is obvious that F is λ-saturated, and it follows that F¯ is λ-saturated in HODS .
Applying the Ulam splitting theorem inside HODS , there is some η < λ and a
partition 〈Aα | α < η〉 ∈ HODS of δ into atoms of F¯ . Since
⋃
Aα = δ, there is some
α < η such that Aα ∈ U . It follows that F¯ ↾ Aα ⊆ U∩HODS = U¯ , and since F¯ ↾ Aα
is a HODS-ultrafilter, this implies that F¯ ↾ Aα = U¯ . Clearly F¯ ↾ Aα ∈ HOD, and
therefore so is U¯ .
We only sketch the proof of (4), which requires knowledge of the proof of
Vopeˇnka’s Theorem. (This is the theorem stating that every set of ordinals is
set-generic over HOD; see [12].) We first show that for any cardinal γ, there is some
x ∈ Vλ such that jU ↾ P (γ) is amenable to HODx. Let E be the HOD-extender
of length jU (γ) derived from jU . Notice that E ⊆ HOD by (3), and moreover E
belongs to an ordinal definable set X of size less than λ since U does.
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The set X is (essentially) a condition in the Vopeˇnka forcing to add E to HOD,
and below this condition, the Vopeˇnka algebra has cardinality less than λ, since it is
isomorphic to P (X) ∩OD. It follows that E belongs to HODx where x ∈ Vλ is the
generic for this Vopeˇnka forcing below the condition given by X . Each ultrafilter of
E lifts uniquely to an ultrafilter of HODx by the Le´vy-Solovay Theorem [15]: these
ultrafilters are λ+-complete and x is HOD-generic for a forcing of size less than λ.
It follows that the HODx-extender of jU of length jU (γ) can be computed from
E inside HODx, simply by lifting all the measures of E to HODx. But from this
extender, one can decode jU ↾ P (γ)∩HODx. This shows that there is some x ∈ Vλ
such that jU ↾ P (γ) is amenable to HODx.
If follows from the pigeonhole principle that there is some x0 ∈ Vλ such that jU
is amenable to HODx0 . Now for any x ≥OD x0, jU is amenable to HODx by exactly
the same argument we used above to show that E extends from HOD to HODx.
This proves (4).
The fixed point filter associated to a set of elementary embeddings plays a key
role in the theory developed in [3]:
Definition 5.18. Suppose j is a function and X is a set. Then
Fix(j,X) = {x ∈ X | j(x) = x}
Suppose σ is a set of functions. Then Fix(σ,X) =
⋂
j∈σ Fix(j,X).
Suppose E is a set of elementary embeddings whose domains contain the set X .
Suppose B is a set. Then the fixed point filter B-generated by E on X , denoted
FB(E , X), is the filter over X generated by sets of the form Fix(σ,X) where σ ⊆ E
and σ ∗ b for some b ∈ B.
The sort of techniques we have been using yield the following representation the-
orem for ultrafilters over ordinals, which says that in the land of choiceless cardinals,
every ultrafilter over an ordinal is one set away from a fixed point filter:
Theorem 5.19 (DC). Suppose ǫ is an ordinal and j : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 is an elementary
embedding. Assume λ = κω(j) is a limit of Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals. Suppose
δ < θǫ+2 is an ordinal and U is a Vλ-complete ultrafilter over δ. Then there is
an ordinal definable set of elementary embeddings E and a set A ⊆ δ such that
U = FVλ(E , δ) ↾ A.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose ξ is least possible Ketonen rank of
a Vλ-complete ultrafilter over an ordinal for which the theorem fails. Obviously
ξ < θǫ+3. Let j : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 be an elementary embedding. Note that ξ is
definable in Hǫ+3, and therefore j(ξ) = ξ. It follows that j(U) = U for any Vλ-
complete ultrafilter over an ordinal δ < θǫ+2 of Ketonen rank ξ: as in Theorem 5.12,
j ↾ P (δ) is a countably complete Lipschitz homomorphism witnessing U ≤k j(U),
while j(U) has rank ξ since j(ξ) = ξ. Let E be the set of Σ5-elementary embeddings
k : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 such that k(ξ) = ξ. The argument we have just given shows that
k(U) = U for any k ∈ E .
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Let F = FVλ(E , δ). Clearly, F is ordinal definable: in fact, F is definable over
Hǫ+3 from an ordinal parameter. We claim F is κ-saturated where κ = crit(j).
This follows from Woodin’s proof of the Kunen inconsistency theorem. Suppose F
is not κ-saturated, so there is a partition 〈Sα | α < κ〉 of δ into pairwise disjoint
F -positive sets. Let 〈Tα | α < j(κ)〉 = j(〈Sα | α < κ〉). Since F is first-order
definable over Hǫ+3, Tα is F -positive for all α. In particular, Tκ is F -positive, or
in other words, Tκ has nonempty intersection with every set in F . The set of fixed
points of j below δ belongs to F , so Tκ contains an ordinal η that is fixed by j.
Now η ∈ Sα for some α < κ, and therefore η = j(η) ∈ j(Sα) = Tj(α). It follows
that Tj(α) ∩ Tκ 6= ∅, so since the sets 〈Tα | α < κ〉 are pairwise disjoint, j(α) = κ.
This contradicts that κ is the critical point of j.
Using the Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals, it is easy to show that F is Vλ-complete.
Therefore by Theorem 5.2, F is atomic.
We now show that F ⊆ U . Suppose k ∈ E . As we noted in the first paragraph,
k(U) = U . Therefore k is a countably complete Lipschitz homomorphism with
k−1[U ] = U . If U contains the set of ordinals that are not fixed by k, then k
witnesses that U is strictly below U in the Ketonen order, which is impossible.
Since U is an ultrafilter, U must instead concentrate on fixed points of k. Since U is
Vλ-complete, it follows that U contains the basis generating F as in Definition 5.18,
so F ⊆ U .
Since F is atomic, there is some atom A of F such that U = F ↾ A, and this
completes the proof.
A number of interesting questions remain. We state them in the context of I0,
which is arguably the simplest special case, but obviously the same questions are
relevant in the choiceless large cardinal context.
Question 5.20. Assume I0. In L(Vλ+1), is there a surjection from Vλ+1 onto the
set of λ+-complete ultrafilters over λ+?
The question is at least somewhat subtle, since one can show that in L(Vλ+1),
there is a δ < θλ+2 such that there is no surjection from Vλ+1 onto the set of
λ+-complete ultrafilters over δ. In fact, one can take δ = (δ21)
L(Vλ+1). This is
exactly parallel to the situation in L(R). An even more basic question is whether
the ultrapower of λ+ by the unique normal ultrafilter over λ+ concentrating on
ordinals of cofinality ω is smaller than λ+λ.
Another question, directly related to Theorem 5.12, concerns the size of an-
tichains in the Ketonen order:
Question 5.21. Assume I0. In L(Vλ+1), if 〈Uα | α < λ〉 is a sequence of λ
+-
complete ultrafilters over ordinals, must there be α ≤ β < λ such that Uα ≤k Uβ?
A positive answer would bring us even closer to a “proof of the Ultrapower
Axiom” from choiceless cardinals. Actually one can prove a weak version of this for
λ+-sequences of ultrafilters, whose statement and proof are omitted.
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5.4 The filter canonical extension property
We now turn to a different application of the Ketonen order: extending filters to
ultrafilters. For this, we need the Ketonen order on countably complete filters,
which was introduced in [9]:
Definition 5.22. Suppose δ is an ordinal. The Ketonen order on filters is defined
on countably complete filters F and G on δ as follows:
• F <k G if F ⊆ G-limα<δFα where for G-almost all α < δ, Fα is a countably
complete filter over δ with α ∈ Fα.
• F ≤k G if F ⊆ G-limα<δFα where for G-almost all α < δ, Fα is a countably
complete filter over δ with α+ 1 ∈ Fα.
The notation is a bit unfortunate since the Ketonen order on ultrafilters (Def-
inition 5.5) need not be equal to the restriction of the Ketonen order on filters to
the class of ultrafilters (although the latter order is an extension of the former one).
For example, assuming I0, in L(Vλ+1), any ω-club ultrafilter over λ
+ lies below any
ω1-club ultrafilter over λ
+ in the Ketonen order on filters, but not in the Ketonen
order on ultrafilters. (We do not know whether the two Ketonen orders can diverge
assuming ZFC, though it seems very likely that this can be forced.) The Ultrapower
Axiom obviously implies that the Ketonen order on filters coincides with the Keto-
nen order on ultrafilters. We will not make substantial use of the Ketonen order on
ultrafilters for the rest of the paper, so this ambiguity causes no real problem.
A distinctive feature of the Ketonen order on filters is that ≤k is not antisym-
metric; similarly F ≤k G but G 6≤k F does not imply F <k G. This makes it hard
to generalize arguments like Theorem 5.12 from countably complete ultrafilters to
countably complete filters. Still, many of the key combinatorial properties of the
Ketonen order do generalize. For example, it is easy to see that the Ketonen order
on filters is transitive. Most importantly, we show in the Appendix that this order
is wellfounded:
Theorem 7.12 (DC). The Ketonen order on countably complete filters is well-
founded.
In the choiceless context, we say a cardinal κ is strongly compact if for every
set X , there is a κ-complete fine ultrafilter over Pκ(X). Suppose j : V → V is an
elementary embedding and λ-DC holds where λ = κω(j). It seems possible that
λ+ is then strongly compact. While we do not know how to prove this, and expect
it is not provable, we can establish a consequence of strong compactness that is
equivalent to strong compactness in ZFC. The consequence we are referring to is
the filter canonical extension property, which is said to hold at κ if every κ-complete
filter over an ordinal extends to a κ-complete ultrafilter. If κ is strongly compact,
then a standard argument, which does not require the Axiom of Choice, shows that
the filter canonical extension property holds at κ. (On the other hand, the proof
that every κ-complete filter extends to a κ-complete ultrafilter does use the Axiom
of Choice, and in fact any cardinal with this stronger form of the filter canonical
extension property must be inaccessible.)
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Theorem 5.23. Suppose j : V → V is an elementary embedding. Assume λ-DC
holds where λ = κω(j). Then every λ
+-complete filter extends to a λ+-complete
ultrafilter.
This is an immediate consequence of the following more local theorem:
Theorem 5.24. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and ν ≤ ǫ is a limit of Lo¨wenheim-
Skolem cardinals. Suppose there is an elementary embedding j : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 with
κω(j) ≤ ν. Then every Vν-complete filter over an ordinal less than θǫ+2 extends to
a Vν-complete ultrafilter.
Proof. For any elementary embedding k : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2, let k′ : Hǫ+3 → Hǫ+3 be
defined by k′ = (k+)⋆, assuming that k+ : Vǫ+3 → Vǫ+3 is Σ1-elementary, so that
(k+)⋆ is well-defined.
Let λ = κω(j), where j is as in the statement of the theorem. We begin with a
basic observation, whose proof is lifted from a claim in [5]: for any n < ω and any
ξ ≤ ǫ, there is a Σn-elementary embedding i : Hǫ+3 → Hǫ+3 such that κω(i) = λ
and i(ξ) = ξ. To see this, suppose the claim fails for some n. Consider the least ξ
for which there is no such embedding. Then ξ is first-order definable from λ over
Hǫ+3, so j′(ξ) = ξ. But then j′ itself witnesses that ξ is not a counterexample to
our basic observation, and this is a contradiction.
Suppose towards a contradiction that the theorem fails. Fix an ordinal η < θǫ+2
and a filter F that is minimal in the Ketonen order among all Vν -complete filters
over η that do not extend to Vν-complete ultrafilters.
Fix natural numbers n0 < n1 < n2 that are sufficiently far apart for the following
proof to work. For concreteness, one can take n0 = 10, n1 = 15, and n2 = 20.
Let E be the set containing every elementary embedding k : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 whose
extension k′ : Hǫ+3 → Hǫ+3 is well-defined and Σn0-elementary, fixes ν and η,
and has F in its range. Note that E is Σn1-definable over Vǫ+3. Since ν and η
can be coded by a single ordinal ξ ≤ ǫ, we can fix a Σn2-elementary embedding
i : Hǫ+3 → Hǫ+3 with κω(i) = λ, i(ν) = ν, and i(η) = η.
Let G = FVν (D, η) where D is the set of embeddings k′ : Hǫ+2 → Hǫ+2 induced
by embeddings k ∈ E as in the previous paragraph. The filter G is λ-saturated,
as a consequence of Woodin’s proof of the Kunen inconsistency theorem. Suppose
towards a contradiction that there is a partition 〈Sα : α < λ〉 of η into G-positive
sets. Let
〈Tα : α < λ〉 = i(〈Sα : α < λ〉)
Since E is Σn1-definable over Vǫ+3 and i is Σn2-elementary on Vǫ+3, i(G) = F
Vν (D, η),
whereD is the set of embeddings k′ : Hǫ+2 → Hǫ+2 induced by embeddings k ∈ i(E).
Notice that i ↾ Vǫ+2 ∈ i(E): this follows easily by our choice of i and the fact that
i(F ) ∈ ran(i). Let κ be the critical point of i. Since Tκ is i(G)-positive, it follows
that {ξ | i(ξ) = ξ}∩Tκ is nonempty. Fix ξ such that i(ξ) = ξ and ξ ∈ Tκ. Note that
ξ ∈ Sα for some α since 〈Sα | α < λ〉 is a partition of η. Therefore since i(ξ) = ξ,
ξ ∈ i(Sα) = Ti(α). Since κ is the critical point of i, i(α) 6= κ. But ξ ∈ Tκ ∩ Ti(α),
and this contradicts that 〈Tα | α < λ〉 is a partition.
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Since ν is a limit of Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals, G is Vν -complete, and so
Theorem 5.2 implies that there is some ρ < λ and a partition 〈Aα | α < ρ〉 of η into
G-positive sets such that G ↾ Aα is an ultrafilter for all α < ρ.
The main claim is that G∪F generates a proper filter. Granting the claim, the
proof is completed as follows. Let H be the filter generated by G ∪ F . Since G
and F are Vν -complete filters, given that H is proper, in fact H is Vν -complete. In
particular, for some α < ρ, Aα is H-positive. Let U = G ↾ Aα, which is an ultrafilter
by definition. Since H ↾ Aα is a proper filter and the ultrafilter U = G ↾ Aα is
contained in H ↾ Aα, in fact, H ↾ Aα = U . Since F ⊆ H ⊆ U , U is a Vν-complete
extension of F . This contradicts our choice of F , and completes the proof modulo
the claim.
We finish by showing that G∪F generates a proper filter. Suppose it does not,
so there is a set in G whose complement is in F . Since G = FVν (E , η), this means
that there is some β < ν and a sequence 〈ix | x ∈ Vβ〉 ⊆ E such that the set
T =
⋃
{α < η | i′x(α) > α}
belongs to F . Let jx = i
′
x.
Fix x ∈ Vβ for the rest of the paragraph. Since ix ∈ E , there is a filter Fx
such that jx(Fx) = F . Moreover, jx : Hǫ+3 → Hǫ+3 is Σn0 -elementary, jx(ν) = ν,
and jx(η) = η. It follows that Fx does not extend to a Vν -complete ultrafilter:
this is because jx is Σn0 -elementary and it is a Σn0-expressible fact in Hǫ+3 that
jx(Fx) = F does not extend to a Vν -complete ultrafilter.
Let Dxα denote the ultrafilter over η derived from jx using α. For α ∈ T , let
Dα =
⋂
{Dxα | jx(α) > α}
Thus for all α ∈ T , Dα is a countably complete filter and α ∈ Dα.
Notice that ⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx ⊆ F -limα∈TDα (12)
The proof is a matter of unwinding the definitions. Fix A ∈
⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx. For each
x ∈ Vβ , let Sx = {α < η | A ∈ Dxα}. In other words, Sx = jx(A), and so since
A ∈ Fx, Sx ∈ jx(Fx) = F . Let S =
⋂
x∈Vβ
Sx. Since F is Vν-complete, S ∈ F . By
definition, for α ∈ S ∩ T , A ∈
⋂
Dxα ⊆ Dα. Since S ∩ T ∈ F , this means that for
F -almost all α, A ∈ Dα. In other words, A ∈ F -limα∈TDα, as desired.
Since Fx is Vν-complete for every x ∈ Vβ ,
⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx is a Vν -complete filter.
Since α ∈ Dα for all α ∈ T , (12) implies that
⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx <k F . Since F is a minimal
counterexample to the theorem, it follows that there is a Vν -complete ultrafilter W
that extends
⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx.
Recall that for every x ∈ Vβ , Fx does not extend to a Vν -complete ultrafilter.
It follows that there is a set in W whose complement belongs to Fx. Since ν is a
limit of Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals, for some ordinal γ > ǫ, there is an elementary
substructure X ≺ Vγ with Vβ ⊆ X , 〈Fx | x ∈ Vβ〉 ∈ X , W ∈ X , and X ∗ Vζ for
some ζ < ν. Let S be the intersection of all W -large sets that belong to X . Since
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X ∗ Vζ , ζ < ν, and W is Vν -complete, S ∈ W . We claim that the complement of
S belongs to
⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx. To see this, fix an x ∈ Vβ . There is a W -large set A ∈ X
whose complement belongs to Fx since X is an elementary substructure of Vγ that
contains Fx and W . Since S is the intersection of all W -large sets in X , S ⊆ A.
Hence the complement of S contains the complement of A, and it follows that the
complement of S belongs to Fx.
The existence of a set S ∈ W whose complement is in
⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx contradicts that
W extends
⋂
x∈Vβ
Fx. This contradiction proves the claim that G ∪ F generates a
proper filter, and thereby proves the theorem as explained above.
By a similar argument, we also have the following consequence of I0:
Theorem 5.25 (ZFC). Suppose there is an elementary embedding from L(Vλ+1)
to L(Vλ+1) with critical point below λ. Then in L(Vλ+1), every λ
+-complete filter
over an ordinal less than θλ+2 extends to a λ
+-complete ultrafilter.
6 Consistency results
6.1 Introduction
In a groundbreaking recent development, Schlutzenberg [16] has proved the consis-
tency of the existence of an elementary embedding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2 relative to
ZF + I0:
Theorem 6.1 (Schlutzenberg). Assume λ is an even ordinal and
j : L(Vλ+1)→ L(Vλ+1)
is an elementary embedding with crit(j) < λ. Let M = L(Vλ+1)[j ↾ Vλ+2]. Then
Vλ+2 ∩M = Vλ+2 ∩L(Vλ+1). Hence M satisfies that there is an elementary embed-
ding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2.
It follows that the existence of an elementary embedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2 is
equiconsistent with I0. Moreover, neither hypothesis implies that V
#
ǫ+1 exists.
If ǫ is even and Hǫ+2 satisfies the Collection Principle, every elementary em-
bedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2 extends to a Σ0-elementary embedding from Vǫ+3 to
Vǫ+3. Therefore the existence of a Σ1-elementary embedding from Vǫ+3 to Vǫ+3 is
in some sense the first rank-to-rank axiom beyond an elementary embedding from
Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2. (Also see Theorem 6.9.) We can prove the existence of sharps from
this principle:
Theorem 6.2. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is a Σ1-elementary embedding
from Vǫ+3 to Vǫ+3. Then A
# exists for every A ⊆ Vǫ+1.
Recall the following theorem:
Proposition 6.3. Suppose λ is a cardinal and there is an elementary embedding
j : L(Vλ)→ L(Vλ) such that κω(j) = λ. Then V
#
λ exists and for some α < λ, there
is an elementary embedding from Vα to Vα.
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We will prove the following somewhat unexpected equiconsistency at the Vλ+2
to Vλ+2 level, which shows that Proposition 6.3 does not generalize to the even
levels:
Theorem 6.9. The following statements are equiconsistent over ZF:
(1) For some λ, there is a nontrivial elementary embedding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2.
(2) For some λ, there is an elementary embedding from L(Vλ+2) to L(Vλ+2) with
critical point below λ.
(3) There is an elementary embedding j from V to an inner model M that is closed
under Vκω(j)+1-sequences.
Combined with Schlutzenberg’s theorem, all these principles are equiconsistent
with the existence of an elementary embedding from L(Vλ+1) to L(Vλ+1) with
critical point below λ. In particular, the existence of an elementary embedding from
L(Vλ+1) to L(Vλ+1) with critical point below λ is equiconsistent with the existence
of an elementary embedding from L(Vλ+2) to L(Vλ+2) with critical point below λ.
We then turn to some long-unpublished work of the author. The following is
technically an open question:
Question 6.4. Does the existence of a nontrivial elementary embedding from V to
V imply the consistency of ZFC + I0?
Combining a forcing technique due to Woodin [2] and the Laver-Cramer theory
of inverse limits [4], we provide the following partial answer:
Theorem 6.20. Suppose λ is an ordinal and there is a Σ1-elementary embedding
j : Vλ+3 → Vλ+3 with λ = κω(j). Assume DCVλ+1 . Then there is a set generic
extension N of V such that (Vλ)
N satisfies ZFC+ I0.
In particular, in the presence of DC, the existence of a Σ1-elementary embedding
j : Vλ+3 → Vλ+3 with λ = κω(j) implies the consistency of ZFC + I0.
We also briefly outline a proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 6.5. The following statements are equiconsistent over ZF + DC:
(1) For some λ, E (Vλ+2) 6= {id}.
(2) For some λ, λ-DC holds and E (Vλ+2) 6= {id}.
Combining this with Schlutzenberg’s Theorem, (1) and (2) are equiconsistent
over ZF + DC with AC + I0 and with I0 alone.
6.2 Equiconsistencies and sharps
We begin with the equiconsistencies for embeddings of the even levels. Here we
need some basic observations about ultrapowers assuming weak choice principles,
which we will later apply to inner models of the form L(Vǫ+1)[C], which satisfy
these principles.
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Lemma 6.6. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and M is an inner model containing
Vǫ+1. Suppose j : V
M
ǫ+2 → V
M
ǫ+2 is a Σ1-elementary embedding. Assume that for all
relations R ⊆ Vǫ+1 ×M in M , there is some S ⊆ R in M such that dom(S) =
dom(R) and, in M , ran(S) ∗ Vǫ+1. Let U be the M -ultrafilter derived from j
using j[Vǫ]. Then the ultrapower of M by U satisfies  Los´’s Theorem. Moreover, if
U ∈M , then in M , Ult(M,U) is closed under Vǫ+1-sequences.
Proof. To establish  Los´’s Theorem, it suffices to show that if R ⊆ Vǫ+1×M belongs
to M and dom(R) ∈ U , has a U-uniformization in M , which is just a f ⊆ R in
M such that dom(f) ∈ U . We can reduce to the case of relations on Vǫ+1 × Vǫ+1.
Given R ⊆ Vǫ+1 ×M , take S ⊆ R with dom(S) = dom(R) and ran(S) ∗ Vǫ+1.
Fix a surjection p : Vǫ+1 → ran(S). Let
R′ = {(x, y) | (x, p(y)) ∈ S}
If g is a U-uniformization of T , then p ◦ g is a U-uniformization of S, and therefore
p ◦ g is a U-uniformization of R.
Therefore fix R ⊆ Vǫ+1 × Vǫ+1 in M with dom(R) ∈ U . We have that j[Vǫ] ∈
j(dom(R)) by the definition of a derived ultrafilter. Note that dom(j(R)) = j(dom(R))
by the Σ1-elementarity of j. (Here we extend j to act on R, which is essentially an
element of Vǫ+2.) Therefore j[Vǫ] ∈ dom(j(R)).
Fix y ∈ Vǫ+1 such that (j[Vǫ], y) ∈ R. Then the function fy given by Defini-
tion 3.14 has the property that y = j(f)(j[Vǫ]) (by the proof of Corollary 3.12), but
also fy ∈M since fy is definable over Vǫ+1 from y. Let g = f ∩R, so g ⊆ R. Note
that j(f)(j[Vǫ]) = y has the property that (j[Vǫ], y) ∈ j(R), and hence j(g)(j[Vǫ])
is defined and is equal to y. In other words, j[Vǫ] ∈ j({x ∈ Vǫ+1 | (x, g(x)) ∈ R}),
again using the Σ1-elementarity of j on Vǫ+2. This means that dom(g) ∈ U , so g is
a U-uniformization of R that belongs to M .
We finally show that if U ∈ M , then Ult(M,U) is closed under Vǫ+1-sequences
in M . We might as well assume V = M , since what we are trying to prove is
first-order over M . Let N = Ult(V,U). We cannot assume N is transitive, but we
will abuse notation by identifying certain points in N with their extensions.
We first show that every set X ∈ [N ]Vǫ+1 is covered by a set Y ∈ N such that
Y ∗ Vǫ+1 in N . Let p : Vǫ+1 → X be a surjection. Let R ⊆ Vǫ+1 × V be the
relation defined by R(x, f) if p(x) = [f ]U . Take S ⊆ R such that dom(S) = dom(R)
and ran(S) ∗ Vǫ+1. Then
X ⊆ {j(f)([id]U ) | f ∈ ran(S)} ⊆ {g([id]U ) | f ∈ j(S)}
Let Y = {g([id]U) | f ∈ j(S)}. Then X ⊆ Y , Y ∈ N , and Y ∗ Vǫ+1 in N .
Now we show that N is closed under Vǫ+1-sequences. It suffices to show that
[N ]Vǫ+1 ⊆ N . Fix X ∈ [N ]Vǫ+1 . Take Y ∈ N with X ⊆ Y and Y ∗ Vǫ+1 in N .
Let q : Vǫ+1 → Y be a surjection that belongs to N . Consider the set
A = {x ∈ Vǫ+1 | q(x) ∈ X}
By Corollary 3.12, A ∈ N . Hence q[A] = X belongs to N . This finishes the
proof.
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To prove the wellfoundedness of the ultrapower seems to require a stronger hy-
pothesis which is related to Schlutzenberg’s results on ultrapowers using Lo¨wenheim-
Skolem cardinals.
Lemma 6.7. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is a Σ1-elementary
embedding. Assume that every transitive set N containing Vǫ+1 has an elementary
substructure H containing Vǫ+1 such that H 
∗ Vǫ+1. Let U be the ultrafilter over
Vǫ+1 derived from j using j[Vǫ]. Then Ult(V,U) is wellfounded.
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that the lemma fails. Let α be an ordinal
greater than ǫ such that Vα is a Σ4-elementary substructure of V . Then Ult(Vα,U)
is illfounded. Let H be an elementary substructure of Vα containing Vǫ+1 and U
such that H ∗ Vǫ+1. (Take H = H ′ ∩ Vα where H ′ is an elementary substructure
of a N = Vα ∪ {Vα × U}.)
Let P be the Mostowski collapse ofH . LetW = U∩P . Since Vǫ+1 ⊆ H ,W is the
image of U under the Mostowski collapse map. Therefore by elementarity, Ult(P,W)
is illfounded. Note that there is a Σ2-elementary embedding k : Ult(P,W)→ jU (P )
defined by k([f ]W) = [f ]U . Therefore jU (P ) is illfounded. Let E ⊆ Vǫ+1×Vǫ+1 be a
wellfounded extensional relation whose Mostowski collapse is P . Then in Ult(V,U),
jU (E) has Mostowski collapse jU (P ) since  Los´’s Theorem holds by Lemma 6.6.
(Note that the Lo¨wenheim-Skolem hypothesis of this lemma is stronger than the
collection hypothesis from Lemma 6.6.) It follows that jU (E) is illfounded. Since
E ⊆ Vǫ+1, jU (E) ∼= j(E). Therefore j(E) is illfounded. (Here we must extend
j slightly to act on binary relations.) This contradicts that j is a Σ1-elementary
embedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2, since such an embedding preserves wellfoundedness.
The following lemma gives an example of a structure satisfying the hypotheses
of Lemma 6.6 and Lemma 6.7:
Lemma 6.8. Suppose j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2 is a Σ1-elementary embedding. Let U be the
ultrafilter over Vǫ+1 derived from j using j[Vǫ]. Then for any class C, the ultrapower
of L(Vǫ+1)[C] by U using functions in L(Vǫ+1)[C] is wellfounded and satisfies  Los´’s
Theorem.
Proof. LetM = L(Vǫ+1)[C]. The Lo¨wenheim-Skolem hypothesis of Lemma 6.7 holds
inside M as an immediate consequence of the fact that M satisfies that every
set is ordinal definable from parameters in Vǫ+1 ∪ {C ∩M}. This yields Skolem
functions 〈fx | x ∈ Vǫ+1〉 for any transitive structure N : if ϕ(v0, v1) is a formula,
fx(ϕ, p) is the least a ∈ ODC∩M,x in the canonical wellorder of ODC∩M,x such
that N  ϕ(a, p). (Obviously this would work for any structure N in a countable
language.) If Vǫ+1 ⊆ N , then closing under these Skolem functions, one obtains an
elementary substructure H ≺ N containing Vǫ+1 such that H ∗ Vǫ+1. Since this
hypothesis implies the collection hypothesis from Lemma 6.6,  Los´’s Theorem holds
for the ultrapower in question.
For the proof of wellfoundedness, we would like to apply Lemma 6.7 inside M ,
but the problem arises that U ∩M may not belong to M . Note, however, that it
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suffices to show that Ult(M ′,U ∩M ′) is wellfounded where M ′ = L(Vǫ+1)[C,U ]: if
the ultrapower i : M ′ → Ult(N,U ∩ N) is wellfounded, then since Ult(M,U ∩M)
elementarily embeds into i(M) via the canonical factor map, Ult(M,U ∩ M) is
wellfounded as well. Since M ′ is of the form L(Vǫ+1)[C
′] for some class C′ coding
C and U , the previous paragraph yields that the hypothesis of Lemma 6.7 holds
inside M ′. Therefore Lemma 6.7 yields the wellfoundedness of Ult(M ′,U ∩M ′),
which completes the proof.
Theorem 6.9. The following theories are equiconsistent:
(1) For some λ, there is a Σ1-elementary embedding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2.
(2) For some λ, there is an elementary embedding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2.
(3) For some λ, there is an elementary embedding from L(Vλ+2) to L(Vλ+2) with
critical point below λ.
(4) There is an elementary embedding j : V →M where M is an inner model that
is closed under under Vλ+1-sequences for λ = κω(j).
Proof. Clearly each statement is implied by the next (except for (4)!), so it suffices
to show that (1) implies that (4) holds in an inner model. Assume (1). Let λ be
the least ordinal such that there is a Σ1-elementary embedding j : Vλ+2 → Vλ+2.
Then λ is a limit ordinal. (1) still holds in L(Vλ+2)[U ], and so applying the proof
of Lemma 6.8 and Lemma 6.6, we obtain that L(Vλ+2)[U ] satisfies (4). This proves
the theorem.
The following is a proof, without requiring λ-DC or any choice principles, of [3,
Lemma 28]:
Theorem 6.10. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal, A,B ⊆ Vǫ+1, A ∈ L(Vǫ+1, B), and
j : L(Vǫ+1, B)→ L(Vǫ+1, B) is an elementary embedding that fixes B. Assume
(θǫ+2)
L(Vǫ+1,A) < (θǫ+2)
L(Vǫ+1,B)
Then A# exists, and A# ∈ L(Vǫ+1, B).
Proof. For D ⊆ Vǫ+1, let MD = L(Vǫ+1, D) and let θD = (θǫ+2)L(Vǫ+1,D). If
D ∈ MB, let UD be the MD-ultrafilter over Vǫ+1 derived from j using j[Vǫ]. Let
jD : MD → Ult(MD,UD) be the ultrapower embedding.
Note that MA ∩ Vǫ+2 ∗ Vǫ+1 in MB. Therefore
j ↾MA ∩ Vǫ+2 ∈MB
This yields that UA ∈MB. Thus within MB, one can compute the ultrapower
jA :MA → Ult(MA,UA)
In particular, jA ↾ θB ∈ MB. By a standard argument, jB ↾ θB /∈ MB. (Sketch:
Assume not. Inside MB, compute first jB ↾ LθB(Vǫ+1), then UB, and finally jB :
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MB →MB. Now inMB, there is a definable embedding from V to V , contradicting
Theorem 3.1.)
Since jA ↾ θB ∈ MB and jB ↾ θB /∈ MB, it must be that jA ↾ θB 6= jB ↾ θB.
Let k : Ult(MA,UA) → jB(MA) be the factor embedding. Note that k ↾ Vǫ+1
is the identity. Therefore jA(A) = jB(A) = j(A), and so by elementarity and
wellfoundedness, Ult(MA,UA) = jB(MA) = Mj(A). Since jA ↾ θB 6= jB ↾ θB, k has
a critical point, and crit(k) < θB. Clearly crit(k) > ǫ since k ↾ Vǫ+1 is the identity.
Thus we have produced an elementary embedding
k : L(Vǫ+1, j(A))→ L(Vǫ+1, j(A))
with critical point between ǫ and θB. This implies that j(A)
# exists. Moreover,
since jB ↾ Z ∈ MB for all transitive sets such that Z ∗ Vǫ+1 in MB, the same
holds true of k. In particular, the normal Mj(A)-ultrafilter W on crit(k) derived
from k belongs to MB. Here we use the Coding Lemma (Theorem 4.18) to see that
P (crit(k)) ∩MA ⊆ P (crit(k)) ∩MB 
∗ Vǫ+1
in MB.
SinceW is Vǫ+1-closed (Definition 2.5), it is easy to check that the ultrapower of
Mj(A) byW satisfies  Los´’s Theorem. This ultrapower is wellfounded since it admits
a factor embedding into k. The elementary embedding
jW : Mj(A) →Mj(A)
is therefore definable over MB. Thus MB satisfies that j(A)
# exists. By elemen-
tarity, MB satisfies that A
# exists. By absoluteness, A# exists, and A# ∈MB.
Corollary 6.11. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is a Σ1-elementary em-
bedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2. Then A
# exists for every A ⊆ Vǫ+1 such that
(θǫ+2)
L(Vǫ+1,A) < θǫ+1
Proof. Fix A ⊆ Vǫ+1. By Lemma 4.15, there is a set B ⊆ Vǫ+1 such that A ∈
L(Vǫ+1, B), j(B) = B, and
(θǫ+2)
L(Vǫ+1,A) < (θǫ+2)
L(Vǫ+1,B)
Taking the ultrapower of L(Vǫ+1, B) by the ultrafilter derived from j, Lemma 6.8
shows that one obtains an elementary embedding i : L(Vǫ+1, B)→ L(Vǫ+1, B) such
that i(B) = B. By Theorem 6.10, this implies that A# exists.
Corollary 6.12. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is a Σ1-elementary em-
bedding from Vǫ+3 to Vǫ+3. Then A
# exists for every A ⊆ Vǫ+1.
Proof. We claim that for all A ⊆ Vǫ+1, (θǫ+2)L(Vǫ+1,A) < θǫ+2. The corollary then
follows by applying Corollary 6.11. To prove the claim, note that L(Vǫ+1, A) satisfies
that there is a sequence 〈fα | α < θǫ+2〉 such that for all α < θǫ+2, fα : Vǫ+1 → α is
a surjection; this is immediate from the fact that L(Vǫ+1) satisfies that every set is
ordinal definable from parameters in Vǫ+1 ∪ {A}. By Theorem 3.32, this does not
hold in V , and therefore (θǫ+2)
L(Vǫ+1,A) < θǫ+2.
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By a similar proof, we obtain the following consistency strength separation:
Theorem 6.13. The existence of a Σ1-elementary embedding from Vλ+3 to Vλ+3
implies the consistency of ZF plus the existence of an elementary embedding from
Vλ+2 to Vλ+2.
This follows immediately from a more semantic fact:
Proposition 6.14. Suppose ǫ is an even ordinal and there is a Σ1-elementary
embedding from Vǫ+3 to Vǫ+3. Then there is a set E ⊆ Vǫ+1 and an inner model
M ⊆ L(Vǫ+1, E) containing Vǫ+1 such that M satisfies that there is an elementary
embedding from Vǫ+2 to Vǫ+2.
Proof. Fix an elementary embedding j : Vǫ+2 → Vǫ+2. Then the model M =
L(Vǫ+1)[j] satisfies that there is an elementary embedding from V
M
ǫ+2 to V
M
ǫ+2, namely
j ↾ VMǫ+2. This model also satisfies that there is a sequence 〈fα | α < θǫ+2〉 such that
for all α < θǫ+2, fα : Vǫ+1 → α is a surjection. Thus (θǫ+2)
M < θǫ+2 by the proof
of Theorem 3.32. By condensation, this implies that Vǫ+2 ∩M ∗ Vǫ+1. Therefore
VMǫ+2 ∪ {j ↾ V
M
ǫ+2} ∈ Hǫ+2
It follows that there is a wellfounded extensional relationE on Vǫ+1 whoseMostowski
collapse is VMǫ+2 ∪ {j ↾ V
M
ǫ+2}. Hence M ⊆ L(Vǫ+1, E), as desired.
Proof of Theorem 6.13. By minimizing, we may assume λ is a limit ordinal. By
Proposition 6.14, there is a set E ⊆ Vλ+1 and an inner model M ⊆ L(Vλ+1, E)
containing Vλ+1 such that M satisfies that there is an elementary embedding from
Vλ+2 to Vλ+2. By Corollary 6.12, E
# exists. Therefore L(Vλ+1, E) has a proper
class of inaccessible cardinals. Fix an inaccessible δ of L(Vλ+1, E) such that δ > λ.
ThenM∩Vδ is a model satisfying ZF plus the existence of an elementary embedding
from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2.
6.3 Forcing choice
It is natural to wonder whether choiceless large cardinal axioms really are stronger
than the traditional large cardinals in terms of the consistency hierarchy. Perhaps
the situation is analogous to the status of the full Axiom of Determinacy in that tra-
ditional large cardinal axioms imply the existence of an inner model of ZF containing
choiceless large cardinals. Could fairly weak traditional large cardinal axioms imply
the consistency of the axioms we have been considering in this paper? Using the
techniques of inner model theory, one can show that the choiceless cardinals imply
the existence of inner models with many Woodin cardinals. But what about large
cardinal axioms currently out of reach of inner model theory?
In fact, Woodin showed that one can prove that certain very large cardinals are
equiconsistent with their choiceless analogs. For example:
Theorem 6.15 (Woodin). The following theories are equiconsistent:
• ZF + there is a proper class of supercompact cardinals.
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• ZFC + there is a proper class of supercompact cardinals.
In this context, we are using the following definition of a supercompact cardinal:
Definition 6.16. A cardinal κ is supercompact if for all α ≥ κ, for some β ≥ α
and some transitive set N with [N ]Vα ⊆ N , there is an elementary embedding
j : Vβ → N such that crit(j) = κ and j(κ) > α.
The proof shows that if there is a proper class of supercompact cardinals, there is
a class forcing extension preserving all supercompact cardinals in which the Axiom
of Choice holds. (Not every countable model of ZF is an inner model of a model of
ZFC, since for example every inner model of a model of ZFC has a proper class of
regular cardinals. More recently, Usuba showed that the existence of a proper class
of Lo¨wenheim-Skolem cardinals suffices to carry out Woodin’s forcing construction.)
In particular, this theorem implies that the existence of an elementary embed-
ding from Vλ to Vλ, in ZF alone, implies the consistency of the existence of a proper
class of supercompact cardinals in ZFC. Indeed, the same ideas produce models
of ZFC with many n-huge cardinals from the same hypothesis. But the question
arises whether the weakest of the choiceless large cardinal axioms in fact implies
the consistency (with ZFC) of all the traditional large cardinal axioms.
In this section, we combine Woodin’s method of forcing choice and a reflection
theorem due to Scott Cramer to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 6.17. Over ZF + DC, the existence of a Σ1-elementary embedding from
Vλ+3 to Vλ+3 implies Con(ZFC + I0).
This will follow as an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.20 below.
We appeal to the following result due to Scott Cramer:
Theorem 6.18 (Cramer, [4]). Suppose λ is a cardinal, V #λ+1 exists, and there is
a Σ1-elementary embedding from (Vλ+1, V
#
λ+1) to (Vλ+1, V
#
λ+1). Assume DCVλ+1 .
Then there is a cardinal λ¯ < λ such that Vλ¯ ≺ Vλ and there is an elementary
embedding from L(Vλ¯+1) to L(Vλ¯+1) with critical point less than λ¯.
This uses the method of inverse limit reflection, which is the technique used
to prove reflection results at the level of I0. For smaller large cardinals, reflection
results are typically not very deep, and tend to require no use of the Axiom of
Choice. It is not clear, however, whether inverse limit reflection can be carried
out without the use of DC. This is the underlying reason that DC is required as a
hypothesis in Theorem 6.20.
We also appeal to the following theorem of Woodin:
Theorem 6.19 (Woodin, [2]). Suppose δ is supercompact, λ¯ < δ is such that
Vλ¯ ≺ Vδ, and j : Vλ¯+1 → Vλ¯+1 is an elementary embedding. Then there is a partial
order P ⊆ Vλ+1 definable over Vλ¯+1 without parameters, and a P-name Q˙ such that
for any V -generic filter G ⊆ P, the following hold:
• Vλ¯+1[G] = V [G]λ¯+1 and j[G] ⊆ G.
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• V [G] satisfies λ¯-DC.
• Q = (Q˙)G is a λ¯+-closed partial order in V [G].
• For any V [G]-generic filter H ⊆ Q, V [G][H ]δ satisfies ZFC.
Combining these two theorems, we show:
Theorem 6.20. Suppose λ is an ordinal and there is a Σ1-elementary embedding
j : Vλ+3 → Vλ+3 with λ = κω(j). Assume DCVλ+1 . Then there is a set generic
extension N such that (Vλ)
N satisfies ZFC + I0.
Proof. By Corollary 6.12, V #λ+1 exists. Since V
#
λ+1 is definable without parameters
in Vλ+2, any elementary embedding from Vλ+2 to Vλ+2 restricts to an elementary
embedding from (Vλ+1, V
#
λ+1) to (Vλ+1, V
#
λ+1). Therefore the hypotheses of Theo-
rem 6.18 are satisfied. It follows that there is a cardinal λ¯ < λ such that Vλ¯ ≺ Vλ
and there is an elementary embedding from j : L(Vλ¯+1) → L(Vλ¯+1) with critical
point less than λ¯.
Now let δ < λ be a supercompact cardinal of Vλ such that δ > λ¯ and Vδ ≺ Vλ.
(If k : Vλ → Vλ is elementary, then any point above λ¯ on the critical sequence of k
will do.)
It suffices to show that Vλ has a forcing extension satisfying ZFC + I0. The
hypotheses of Theorem 6.19 hold in Vλ, with j equal to j ↾ Vλ¯+1. Therefore take
P and Q˙ as in Theorem 6.19, relative to Vλ. Let G ⊆ P be V -generic and H ⊆
(Q˙)G be V [G]-generic. We claim that V [G][H ]δ satisfies ZFC + I0. The fact that
V [G][H ]δ satisfies ZFC is immediate from Theorem 6.19 applied in Vλ. Moreover
j[G] ⊆ G, P ∈ Lλ(Vλ¯+1), and j(P) = P, so by standard forcing theory, j extends
to an elementary embedding from Lδ(Vλ¯+1)[G] to Lδ(Vλ¯+1)[G]. Since Vλ¯+1[G] =
V [G]λ¯+1 = V [G][H ]λ¯+1, it follows that j extends to an elementary embedding from
Lδ(V [G][H ]λ¯+1) to Lδ(V [G][H ]λ¯+1).
Therefore V [G][H ]δ is a model of ZFC + I0, completing the proof.
We finish by very briefly sketching the following equiconsistency:
Theorem 6.21. The following statements are equiconsistent over ZF + DC:
(1) For some λ, E (Vλ+2) 6= {id}.
(2) For some λ, λ-DC holds and E (Vλ+2) 6= {id}.
The equiconsistency uses Schlutzenberg’s Theorem (Theorem 6.1) to reduce to
the situation where inverse limit reflection [4] can be applied.
Theorem 6.22. Assume there is an embedding j ∈ E (L(Vλ+1)) with λ = κω(j).
Assume DC holds in L(Vλ+1). Then for any infinite cardinal γ < λ, if γ-DC holds
in Vλ, then γ-DC holds in L(Vλ+1).
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Proof. Assume γ-DC holds in Vλ. By a standard argument, it suffices to show
that γ-DCVλ+1 holds in L(Vλ+1). Suppose T is a γ-closed tree on Vλ+1 with no
maximal branches. We must find a cofinal branch of T . Fix α < (θλ+2)
L(Vλ+1 such
that T ∈ Lα(Vλ+1). By inverse limit reflection [4], there exist γ < λ¯ < α¯ < λ
and an elementary embedding J : Lα¯(Vλ¯+1) → Lα(Vλ+1) with T ∈ ran(J). Let
T¯ = J−1(T ). Working in Vλ, γ-DC yields a cofinal branch b¯ ⊆ T¯ . Since b¯ is a
γ-sequence of elements of Vλ¯+1, b¯ ∈ L1(Vλ¯+1). Therefore ∈¯Lα¯(Vλ¯+1). (We may
assume without loss of generality that α¯ ≥ 1.) Now J(b¯) is a cofinal branch of T ,
as desired.
Corollary 6.23. Assume there is an embedding j ∈ E (L(Vλ+1)) with λ = κω(j).
Assume DC holds in L(Vλ+1). Then for any infinite cardinal γ < λ, if γ-DC holds
in Vλ, then γ-DC holds in L(Vλ+1)[j ↾ Vλ+2].
Proof. Let M = L(Vλ+1)[j ↾ Vλ+2]. Again, it suffices to show γ-DCVλ+1 holds in
M . But by Schlutzenberg’s Theorem, Vλ+2 ∩M = Vλ+2 ∩ L(Vλ+1), so M satisfies
γ-DCVλ+1 if and only if L(Vλ+1) does. Applying Theorem 6.22 then yields the
corollary.
Proof of Theorem 6.21. Assume (1). We may assume V = L(Vλ+1)[j] for a non-
trivial embedding j ∈ E (Vλ+2). We build a forcing extension satisfying (2). Let
〈Qα | α < λ〉 be Woodin’s class Easton iteration for forcing AC, as computed in
Vλ. (See [2, Theorem 226].) Let P be the inverse limit of the sequence 〈Qα〉α<λ,
and let P˙α,λ be the factor forcing, so Qα ∗ P˙α,λ ∼= P. By construction, there is
an increasing sequence 〈κα〉α<λ such that Qα forces κα-DC over Vλ and Pα,λ is
κ+α -closed in V . But by Corollary 6.23, Qα forces κα-DC over V . Therefore us-
ing that Pα,λ is κ
+
α -closed in V , if G ⊆ P is V -generic, V [G ∩ Qα] is closed under
κα-sequences in V [G] and V [G] satisfies κα-DC. Since the cardinals κα increase
to λ, this shows that V [G] satisfies λ-DC. Moreover the standard master condi-
tion argument for I1-embeddings, given for example in [17, Lemma 5.2], shows
that G can be chosen so that the embedding j lifts to an elementary embedding
j∗ : V [G]λ+2 → V [G]λ+2.
7 Appendix
In this Appendix, we collect together the wellfoundedness proofs for the various Ke-
tonen orders we have used throughout the paper. We take a more general approach
by considering a Ketonen order on countably complete filters on complete Boolean
algebras. The orders we have considered so far belong to the special case where
the Boolean algebras involved are atomic. In our view, the more abstract approach
significantly clarifies the wellfoundedness proofs. For a more concrete approach, see
the treatment in the author’s thesis [9].
Definition 7.1. Suppose B0 and B1 are complete Boolean algebras. A σ-map from
B0 to B1 is a function that preserves 0, 1, and countable meets.
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More abstractly, a σ-map is a homomorphism between B0 and B1 viewed as
countably complete bounded meet-semilattices. We work with σ-maps rather than
countably complete homomorphisms so that our results apply to the Ketonen order
on filters in addition to the Ketonen order on ultrafilters: if 〈Fy | y ∈ Y 〉 is a
sequence of countably complete filters over X , then the function h : P (X)→ P (Y )
defined by h(A) = {y ∈ Y | A ∈ Fy} is a σ-map, but is a countably complete
homomorphism only if Fy is an ultrafilter for all y ∈ Y .
Given a σ-map from B0 to B1, one can define a natural B1-valued relation on
names for ordinals in V B0 and V B1 :
Definition 7.2. Suppose B0 and B1 are Boolean algebras, α˙0 ∈ V B0 and α˙1 ∈ V B1
are names for ordinals, and h : B0 → B1 is a σ-map. Then
Jα˙0 < α˙1Kh =
∨
β∈Ord
h (Jα˙0 < βKB0) · Jα˙1 = βKB1
Note that “α˙0 < α˙1” is not a formula in the forcing language associated to either
B0 or B1. The notation should be regarded as purely formal.
This notation is motivated by the following considerations. Suppose h : B0 → B1
is a complete homomorphism. Then there is an embedding i : V B0 → V B1 defined
by i(x˙) = h ◦ x˙. In this case, Jα˙0 < α˙1Kh = Ji(α˙0) < α1KB1 . More generally,
Jα˙0 < α˙1Kh = Jh(Jα˙0 < α˙1KB0) ∈ G˙B1KB1
Recall that G˙B denotes the canonical name for a generic ultrafilter in the forcing
language associated with the complete Boolean algebra B. Given our assertion
above that “α˙0 < α˙1” is not a formula in the forcing language associated to B0, the
reader may want to take some time interpreting the right-hand side of the formula
above.
The following lemma asserts a form of wellfoundedness for the relation given by
Definition 7.2:
Lemma 7.3. Suppose 〈Bn, hn,m : Bn → Bm | m ≤ n < ω〉 is an inverse system of
complete Boolean algebras and σ-maps. Suppose for each n < ω, α˙n is a Bn-name
for an ordinal. Then
∧
n<ω hn,0(Jα˙n+1 < α˙nKhn+1,n) = 0.
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that the lemma is false. Let β be the least
ordinal such that for some 〈Bn, hn,m, α˙n : m ≤ n < ω〉 witnessing the failure of the
lemma, Jα˙0 = βKB0 ·
∧
n<ω hn,0(Jα˙n+1 < α˙nKhn+1,n) 6= 0.
The definition of Jα˙1 < α˙0Kh1,0 yields:
Jα˙0 = βKB0 · Jα˙1 < α˙0Kh1,0 = Jα˙0 = βKB0 · h1,0(Jα˙1 < βKB1)
≤ h1,0(Jα˙1 < βKB1) (13)
For eachm < ω, let am =
∧
m≤n<ω hn,m(Jα˙n+1 < α˙nKhn+1,n). Since h1,0 is a σ-map,
a0 = Jα˙1 < α˙0Kh1,0 · h1,0(a1)
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As a consequence of this and (13):
Jα˙0 = βKB0 · a0 = Jα˙0 = βKB0 · Jα˙1 < α˙0Kh1,0 · h1,0(a1)
≤ h1,0(Jα˙1 < βKB1) · h1,0(a1)
= h1,0(Jα˙1 < βKB1 · a1)
By our choice of β, Jα˙0 = βKB0 ·a0 6= 0, so we can conclude that Jα˙1 < βKB1 ·a1 6= 0.
Therefore there is some ξ < β such that Jα˙1 = ξKB1 · a1 6= 0. This contradicts the
minimality of β.
Definition 7.4. Suppose F0 and F1 are countably complete filters on the complete
Boolean algebras B0 and B1. A σ-reduction h : F0 → F1 is a σ-map h : B0 → B1
such that F0 ⊆ h−1[F1]. Suppose α˙0 ∈ V B0 and α˙1 ∈ V B1 are names for ordinals.
A σ-comparison h : (F0, α˙0) → (F1, α˙1) is a σ-reduction h : F0 → F1 such that
Jα˙0 < α˙1Kh ∈ F1.
Theorem 7.5. There is no infinite sequence of σ-comparisons and countably com-
plete filters of the form · · ·
h3,2
−→ (F2, α˙2)
h2,1
−→ (F1, α˙1)
h1,0
−→ (F0, α˙0).
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that there is such a sequence. Fix n < ω.
Since hn+1,n : (Fn+1, α˙n+1)→ (Fn, α˙n) is a σ-comparison,
Jα˙n+1 < α˙nKhn+1,n ∈ Fn
Let hn,0 = h1,0 ◦ · · ·◦hn,n−1. Clearly hn,0 : Fn → F0 is a σ-reduction, and therefore
hn,0(Jα˙n+1 < α˙nKhn+1,n) ∈ F0
Since F0 is a countably complete filter,
∧
m<ω hm,0(Jα˙m+1 < α˙mKhm+1,m) ∈ F0. In
particular, this infinite meet is not 0, contrary to Lemma 7.3.
We now use this to prove the wellfoundedness of the Ketonen order and the
irreflexivity of the internal relation. This is a matter of specializing the theorems
we have proved to the case of atomic Boolean algebras.
Definition 7.6. A pointed filter on a set X is a pair (F, f) where F is a countably
complete filter over X and f : X → Ord is a function.
Every function f : X → Ord can be associated to the P (X)-name τf for the
ordinal f(xG) where xG ∈ X is the point inX selected by the generic (i.e., principal)
ultrafilter G ⊆ P (X). More concretely, the name τf is defined by setting dom(τf ) =⋃
x∈X f(x) and
τf (α) = {x ∈ X | α < f(x)}
for all α ∈ dom(τf ). Identifying (F, f) and (F, τf ), Definition 7.4 is transformed as
follows:
Definition 7.7. Suppose (F, f) and (G, g) are pointed filters over X and Y and
Z = 〈Zy | y ∈ Y 〉 is a sequence of countably complete filters over X .
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• Z is a filter reduction from F to G if F = G-limy∈Y Zy.
• Z is a filter comparison from (F, f) to (G, g) if Z is a filter reduction from F
to G and for G-almost all y ∈ Y , for Zy-almost all x ∈ X , f(x) < g(y).
We write Z : F → G to indicate that Z is a filter reduction from F to G. We write
Z : (F, f)→ (G, g) to indicate that Z is a filter comparison from (F, f) to (G, g).
Clearly, σ-reductions and σ-comparisons generalize filter reductions and filter
comparisons. Let us state this more precisely.
Definition 7.8. Let Φ be the function sending a σ-map h : P (X)→ P (Y ) to the
sequence 〈Zy | y ∈ Y 〉 where Zy = {A ⊆ X | y ∈ h(A)} is the filter over X derived
from h using y.
Lemma 7.9. Suppose (F, f) and (G, g) are pointed filters over X and Y . Suppose
h : P (X)→ P (Y ) is a σ-map. Then Φ(h) is a filter reduction from F to G if and
only if h is a σ-reduction from F to G. Moreover Φ(h) is a filter comparison from
(F, f) to (G, g) if and only if h is a σ-comparison from (F, τf ) to (G, τg).
As an immediate corollary of these lemmas and Theorem 7.5, we have the fol-
lowing theorems:
Theorem 7.10. There is no descending sequence of pointed filters and filter com-
parisons of the form · · ·
Z3−→ (F2, f2)
Z2−→ (F1, f1)
Z1−→ (F0, f0).
Of course, the Ketonen order on filters can be characterized in terms of the
notion of a filter reduction:
Lemma 7.11. Suppose F0 and F1 are countably complete filters over ordinals. Then
F0 <k F1 in the Ketonen order on filters if and only if there is a σ-comparison from
(F0, id) to (F1, id).
Theorem 7.12 (DC). The Ketonen order on filters is wellfounded.
Whenever U <k W in the Ketonen order on ultrafilters, U <k W in the Ketonen
order on filters. Therefore Theorem 7.12 implies:
Theorem 7.13 (DC). The Ketonen order on ultrafilters is wellfounded.
We finally prove the irreflexivity of the internal relation.
Lemma 7.14. Suppose U andW are countably complete ultrafilters over sets X and
Y . Suppose 〈Zy | y ∈ Y 〉 is a sequence of countably complete ultrafilters witnessing
U < W . Suppose κ is an ordinal and g : Y → κ is a function such that for any
α < κ, g(y) > α for W -almost all y ∈ Y . Then for any function f : X → κ,
Z : (U, f)→ (W, g).
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Proof. Let 〈Uy | y ∈ Y 〉 witness that U < W . Then easily
U =W - lim
y∈Y
Zy
So 〈Zy | y ∈ Y 〉 is an ultrafilter reduction from U to W . Fix a function f : X → κ.
We must now verify that for W -almost all y ∈ Y , for Zy-almost all x ∈ X ,
f(x) < g(y). Since 〈Zy | y ∈ Y 〉 witnesses U < W , it suffices to show that for
U -almost all x ∈ X , for W -almost all y ∈ Y , f(x) < g(y). But this is a trivial
consequence of our assumption on g and W .
Corollary 7.15. Suppose U is a countably complete ultrafilter such that jU has a
critical point. Then U 6< U .
Proof. Let X be the underlying set of U . The fact that jU has a critical point κ
implies that there is a function g : X → κ such that for any α < κ, g(x) > α for
U -almost all x ∈ X . Assume U < U . Then by Lemma 7.14, there is an ultrafilter
comparison from (U, g) to (U, g). This contradicts Theorem 7.10.
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